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JOIN DRIVING PURPOSE — THE YALE SOM CAMPAIGN

Your support helps build a stronger community, launch impactful careers, and invigorate the school's founding mission.

All gifts count toward For Humanity — the Yale Campaign.
Kerwin K. Charles, Indra K. Nooyi Dean & Frederic D. Wolfe Professor of Economics, Policy & Management:

“There is no question that the school, with the support of friends like you, has reached a place of prominence, influence, and impact in the last half century.”
From the Dean

Thank you for everything you’ve done to support the school — whether through volunteering your expertise, advising students, or making a financial contribution. You will find recorded in the pages of this book a few stories of how the support of alumni and friends like you has been translated into impactful endeavors. There are many, many more such stories. Indeed, everything we do at the school is made possible by your generosity and commitment.

From its founding, our school has had a mission that is both distinct and distinctive — to educate leaders for business and society. It is that entwining of business and society through everything we do that has always made us stand out.

We are in the midst of a fundraising campaign, which we call Driving Purpose. The tangible support we raise through this campaign, in both financial terms and in contributions of time and expertise, will have a determinative effect on the reach and impact of our cherished mission in coming years. We are focusing our efforts on three areas that we see as crucial to the continuance of that mission, which are illustrated in the following pages:
Advancing Knowledge
The most enduring thing a great university can provide to the world is the excellence of its scholarship. The work of our faculty drives bold ideas across a broad range of topics and shapes new areas of inquiry. To continue and expand this vital contribution, we must equip our faculty with the resources and tools they need to conduct their best research.

Developing Leaders
To stay true to our mission and purpose, we must also make it possible for the most able, diverse, and passionate students — individuals whose goals align with our values — to attend and fully partake in SOM’s unique learning experience.

Concurrently, we must constantly seek out new educational initiatives that only our special school can ably execute: endeavors that reflect management and society’s ever-changing complexities and that equip and inspire our students to be effective, broadminded leaders across all fields and pursuits.

Amplifying Impact
Inherent in the name “Driving Purpose” is our whole community’s commitment to making a positive difference through actions great and small. Your collective wisdom and experience is a boon to our school community and to the many broader communities you touch. Throughout everything we do at the school, we seek to facilitate and strengthen your efforts to live out our shared values.

During the coming year and throughout our Driving Purpose campaign, I look forward to conversations with alumni and friends about these three areas of need and all that we are doing to ensure the efficacy and vibrancy of our mission.
We are also starting to look ahead to the 50th anniversary of the arrival of the first students at SOM. There is no question that the school, with the support of friends like you, has reached a place of prominence, influence, and impact in the last half century. This milestone will serve as an opportunity for us to think together about how we can continue the school’s development and do even more to shape the future of business and society.

Best Regards,

Kerwin K. Charles
Indra K. Nooyi Dean & Frederic D. Wolfe Professor of Economics, Policy & Management
ADVANCING KNOWLEDGE

With your support, groundbreaking faculty research is shaping a better world.
New insights emerge when we bring together the great thinkers on our faculty and provide them the resources to pursue intensive research. Philanthropic support makes it possible for Yale SOM to build the infrastructure that launches new lines of inquiry and sparks inspiration.

Put to use, that knowledge fuels innovation and progress. Our faculty contribute to that process through teaching, mentoring, and collaboration across industries, governments, and other organizations — with the emphasis on both pragmatic questions and ethical priorities that is our hallmark.
Investing in Society

A $20 million gift enabled the school to establish the Swensen Asset Management Institute, which will sponsor new programs and support ongoing faculty research. The initiative is being led by Tobias Moskowitz, the Dean Takahashi ’80 BA, ’83 MPPM Professor of Finance.

Tobias Moskowitz on the Swensen Asset Management Institute:

“What we envision for this institute is a place where we can foster good research in investment management, apply that to our curriculum here to teach the students, and support all the great work faculty do here at Yale SOM...

“In asset management, ultimately, we serve our clients, and clients can be donors, if you’re running an endowment, or they can be labor unions where you invest for people’s retirement, or they can be corporations or cultural institutions. But being responsible to those constituents is always paramount...

“There’s also a responsibility to society that we believe in firmly here at Yale SOM, which is to understand how markets allocate resources to their best uses and the uses that benefit society...

“Financing worthwhile ventures and investments is critical to allocating resources to the right places. So understanding how financial markets work is something that we want our students to understand and appreciate.”
“SOM is in a unique position to host this asset management program because of the finance faculty that we’ve attracted over the years and built up.”

RECENT FINANCE RESEARCH

Biodiversity Risk
Stefano Giglio (with J. Stroebel, T. Kuchler, and X. Zeng)

Real and Private-Value Assets
William Goetzmann (with C. Spaenjers, and S. Van Nieuwerburgh)

Can the Market Multiply and Divide? Non-Proportional Thinking in Financial Markets
Kelly Shue (with R. R. Townsend)

Business News and Business Cycles
Bryan Kelly (with L. Bybee, A. Manela, and D. Xiu)
Initiatives in Action

Two other initiatives announced in the last year and funded by generous donations hit the ground running.

The Yale Program on Stakeholder Innovation and Management

When new funding meets the entrepreneurial energy of SOM faculty, students, and staff, the reaction can be powerful—and rapid.

The Yale Program on Stakeholder Innovation and Management was created in November 2022 with funding from a group of generous donors. By the spring semester, cases created by Y-SIM leaders Ravi Dhar, the George Rogers Clark Professor of Management and Marketing, and Jon Iwata, former IBM senior vice president and chief brand officer, were being used in the capstone course of the MBA integrated curriculum, called the Executive. The cases examined contemporary leadership challenges, such as leading at the intersection of multiple stakeholders that oftentimes have conflicting agendas, how to determine what societal issues and opportunities to address, and how to create value for stakeholders while also maximizing long-term shareholder value.

Y-SIM ADVISORY BOARD

John Seifert (Chair)
Former CEO, Ogilvy Group

James Breyer
Founder and CEO, Breyer Capital

Kenneth I. Chenault
Chairman and Managing Director, General Catalyst; and former Chairman and CEO, American Express

Louis V. Gerstner, Jr.
Chairman, Gerstner Philanthropies; and Retired Chairman and Chief Executive Officer, IBM Corporation

Samuel J. Palmisano
Chairman, Center for Global Enterprise; and former Chairman and CEO, IBM

Dr. Lisa Su
Chair and CEO, Advanced Micro Devices

Ravi Dhar:
“The most enduring ways of creating value for your organization, whether you’re a nonprofit or a public company, are by creating value for the key stakeholders.”
The school’s announcement in January 2023 that it was launching a new student-led investment fund, called the Meng Impact Investment Fund, marked the culmination of an effort by generations of students. The launch was made possible by a generous gift from Leon Meng ’97, which provided the capital for investments aimed at improving business and society. Going from a concept to a functioning organization is no easy task, but by the end of the school year, the student leaders of the Meng Fund had put in place an operating structure, developed their investment philosophy, and started researching investment opportunities. By the time you read this, they will have made initial investments in early-stage businesses with high potential for both impact and profit.

Leon Meng:
“We are now at a crossroads when it comes to some big questions like climate change, social inequality, and economic imbalances all over the world. We are now also at a critical stage where the demand for impact investments has never been higher.”

The Meng Impact Investment Fund

Students involved in founding the Meng Impact Investment Fund

“We’re big on the ampersand.”
Read about how the Meng Fund’s investment philosophy embodies the school’s mission.
Two accomplished economists who joined Yale SOM in recent years were named to endowed chairs.

Katja Seim
Sharon Oster Professor of Economics and Management

“In 2016, I served a term as the chief economist at the Federal Communications Commission, and since then, many of my projects have come out of issues I encountered there. I’m looking at firm strategy questions, but from a regulator’s perspective. Oftentimes people have an adverse reaction to the word regulation because it sounds like Big Brother government. To me, regulation is just the process for identifying a problem with a market. Sometimes, that can be addressed by policy, but in my view it should attempt to do nothing more than necessary to make the market function better.”

Deborah Small
Adrian C. Israel Professor of Marketing

“Over the course of my career, the key question I keep coming back to is, ‘What does it mean to be generous?’ When people do something generous like donating to a charity, do they think, ‘How will my giving benefit the most people?’ That would be the optimal, rational way. But for most of us that’s not what we do. I believe it’s valuable to understand how our patterns of behavior systematically differ from effectiveness maximization and why.”
Remembering a Legendary Teacher

Victor Vroom – a pivotal figure in the history of Yale SOM, a pioneering scholar of leadership and human motivation, and a beloved colleague and teacher – died in July 2023.

Known by generations of SOM students as a generous and devoted teacher, Vroom was the author of studies of situational leadership that changed the way the subject is understood and taught.

Learn more about Victor Vroom’s life as a scholar, teacher, and friend, and read the remembrances of his colleagues and students.
Gifts to scholarship funds make an immediate impact on SOM students.
At the heart of a Yale SOM education is the drive to unleash an individual’s strongest sense of purpose, equip them with the tools to turn ideas into action, and connect them with networks and knowledge that raise the limit on what is possible for them to accomplish.

Scholarship funds are often critical in drawing the most talented and capable students to SOM. Making it possible for anyone to attend SOM, regardless of their financial resources, also ensures that our community brings together students from a variety of backgrounds. In short, scholarships bring our mission to life.
The Fruit of Friendship

Two Yale College graduates and longtime friends established a scholarship fund. Now generations of Yale SOM students benefit.

Bob Lawrence and Charley Ellis shared a lot in common. They both graduated from Yale, for starters. They both worked in the investment industry. And as Ellis tells it, they shared a perspective on their profession: they both prioritized serving their clients above self-advancement. In Ellis’s view, Lawrence, who passed away in 2019, was “a wonderful example of a professional’s professional.”

They were both also longtime supporters of Yale; in fact, it was at a Sterling Fellows dinner in 2013 that they discovered one more point of strong agreement. As Ellis recalls, they had known each other for years, both through professional connections and through their work for Yale. Lawrence had chaired the library committee and was a member of the Yale University Council, while Ellis had chaired the university’s investment committee as a trustee, among other activities.

But at that dinner, Lawrence and Ellis found another commonality as they learned more about Yale SOM’s need for increased scholarship funding. Other competitive business schools have larger scholarship budgets, and such funding can make a decisive difference in whether a talented student elects to attend SOM. Scholarships also help students graduate with less debt and make career choices based on their desire to have impact rather than the need to repay loans.

“Money should not stand in the way of someone being able to do something terrific as an individual and for their community,” said Ellis. “In America and around the world, we’re in need of talented leaders... Bob and I both had strong feelings about opening the door for gifted young people to get an education and go out and make great contributions.”

The Robert A. Lawrence ’47 BA and Charles D. Ellis ’59 BA Scholarship was born. The joint scholarship was a “way of expressing friendship that also helps the school and advances deserving people,” said Ellis. Over the last nine years, the scholarship has helped 18 students pursue management education at Yale. The recipients now work in finance, social impact consulting, and renewable energy, among other fields. They have used their skills to help investors acquire soccer teams in Brazil and to develop sustainable plant-based foods.
“I look back at my years at Yale SOM as a transformative time in my life,” said Giovanni Cruz ‘20, one of those recipients. “I’m deeply grateful to the Lawrence & Ellis scholarship for making it possible for me to have this experience.”

Bob Lawrence died at the age of 93, mourned by a loving family, a large network of friends, and many others who recalled his kindness, integrity, and commitment to philanthropy. “He felt indebted to Yale and was always so proud of his connection with Yale,” said Patsy Lawrence, his wife of more than 70 years. “There is no doubt that the Sterling Fellows dinner was always a special occasion for us. And our engagement with Yale in all different ways was a highlight in our life.”

The Lawrence & Ellis Scholarship lives on, a testament to Bob Lawrence’s friendship with Charley Ellis and their commitment to their community. Indeed, the endowed fund will help generations of SOM students pursue a similarly impactful life.

“It’s inspiring when you meet the students,” said Ellis. “I think anybody who contributes a scholarship will find that there’s nothing so exciting as being able to open the door to opportunity for someone talented.”

Leadership Trajectory

Recipients of the Robert A. Lawrence ’47 BA and Charles D. Ellis ’59 BA Scholarship describe how attending SOM has helped them launch meaningful careers while building rich lives.

Giovanni Cruz ’20
“Yale SOM has had a tremendous impact on my life — from the incredible network of friends that I continue to rely on for advice and support to the opportunity to join the field of social impact consulting, which has allowed me to work with social sector leaders aiming to solve some of the world’s most pressing issues.”

2020: Joined the Bridgespan Group as a consultant
2021: Got a puppy (a labradoodle named Bailey)
2022: Promoted to manager at the Bridgespan Group

Charlotte Parker ’13 YC, ’23
“Studying at SOM allowed me the opportunity to explore a long-time interest in sustainability. I credit A.J. Wasserstein’s Patterns in Entrepreneurship class with encouraging me to look for smaller companies where I could have an impact immediately after graduation.”

2023: Moved to New York to start as director of community engagement at Dimension Renewable Energy

Lily Engbith ’17 YC, ’24
“I have sought niche opportunities to learn more about the world of private capital. My in-semester internship has allowed me to participate in the creation of unique public-private partnerships between state agencies and local tech startups.”

2023: Interned at CT Innovations
Danilo Caixeiro ’19

“Matix Capital, a company advising investors looking to acquire soccer clubs in Brazil, is now the number one buy-side sports M&A advisor in Brazil, bringing in over $200 million in direct foreign investment in 2022 alone. Most of our initial connections in the soccer industry came when we organized the first Yale Soccer Conference in 2019, so I can say that Yale was the launching pad for our venture.”

2019: Formed Matix Capital with Yale SOM classmate Thairo Arruda
2021: Closed first major deal
2022: Advised investor in the largest Brazilian football club acquisition to date
2022: Joined Eagle Football as EVP of Strategic Planning

Charles Posner ’18

“When I started my new role in strategy, I had a great time going back through my SOM coursework to help prepare for some of the projects I would be taking on—everything from Customer to Behavioral Economics to Entrepreneurial Finance. It was a reminder of the tremendous amount I learned in two short years.”

2018: Joined Wayfair as senior manager, category management
2021: Promoted to associate director and launched new team
2021: Had a child, Nathan
2023: Joined Perfect Day as associate director, strategy and business operations

Kelley McKee ’19

“I took two real estate courses from Kevin Gray. The coursework relates directly to what I do now, as I spend much of my time working with real estate private equity managers. On a personal level, I made lifelong friends at SOM, many of whom are here in New York. I’ve also had the joy of seeing SOM friends while traveling abroad.”

2019: Joined Morgan Stanley
2022: Joined Bank of America as a vice president
2022: Traveled to England, France, and Ireland
INVESTING IN STUDENTS
A KEY SCHOOL PRIORITY

A global and diverse group, our students are driven to lead in a variety of roles and industries and to tackle today’s biggest challenges. When students are drawn to our mission and approach, we must make it financially possible for them to join our community. This is why increasing scholarship funding is a critical campaign priority.

Last fiscal year, the school spent $10,809,556 on MBA scholarships—roughly one-third of which was funded by the generosity of donors—in order to make an SOM education more accessible. But we still lag behind what our peer business schools can offer. Now is the time to make up for lost ground and invest in the next generation of leaders.
Yale SOM alumni put our mission into action by making a difference wherever they go.
Yale SOM's mission to educate leaders for business and society begins in the classrooms and courtyards of the Yale campus. But the fulfillment of that mission takes place outside our walls, when the school engages with the world around us and our graduates help solve the problems facing their organizations and communities.

That's why a priority of the Driving Purpose campaign is to more closely tie our community together and grow our impact here in New Haven and around the globe.
A Lifetime of Service

By Rebecca Beyer
Earlier this year, Rich Morales ’99 retired from the U.S. Army as a brigadier general. Over three decades in the military, he led troops in combat repeatedly, earned an MBA and a PhD, taught at West Point, and served in the White House. He says that leadership comes with a set of obligations to the people you lead.

As a high school student in El Paso, Texas, Rich Morales ’99 received a full scholarship to the University of Texas at Austin, where he planned to major in mechanical engineering. Then he fell behind in his classes as a freshman and lost funding.

Instead of writing him off, however, a military science professor penned him a letter of recommendation for the United States Military Academy, where Morales had been waitlisted the year before, writing that Morales “will make a good Army officer if he can get out of his own way.”

The professor was right. In 1989, Morales graduated with distinction and a degree in aerospace engineering from West Point. He led soldiers as a platoon leader, United Nations peacekeeper in the Balkans, tank company and task force commander in Iraq, and in command of a brigade distributed across seven states. He served two stints in the White House under Presidents George W. Bush and Barack Obama, and was the chair of West Point’s Department of Systems Engineering. In April, after 34 years in the Army, the Purple Heart recipient retired as a brigadier general.

And he isn’t done yet. Next, Morales will start two new positions as leader in residence at the U.S. Coast Guard Academy and professor of the practice of innovation management and design at Brown University’s School of Engineering.

“That might not sound like retirement,” he says, “but it’s a real page turn.” And yet, he adds, there is a familiar focus on “teaching and learning while trying to make a difference.”

Morales may be starting a new chapter, but the story of his life has consistently been centered around a few themes, including family, leadership, and impact—on students, fellow soldiers, and at the highest levels of government.

That his story started in part with a substantial setback is a lesson Morales says he regularly shares. Losing his scholarship as an undergraduate student “was my first, big outside-of-the-nest failure,” he says. “It was a great lesson for me, and one that no one else could teach.”

West Point was a second chance, and Morales made the most of it. He loved the academy and the challenge of serving in the Army. Not long after he graduated, he was sent to Iraq, where he participated in the first ground contact of the Gulf War. A decade later, during the Iraq War, he spent more than three years in the country, at one point commanding more than 1,000 soldiers who were responsible for...
one-third of Baghdad. He says he learned a lot about leadership as a young officer. Being a leader “is not about the rank you wear on your collar,” he says.

“You’re going to be given power, but you have to earn it through your competence.”

The Army first exposed him to the importance of embracing everyone in order to build a team. “I’ve met a lot of good people who didn’t see the world the way I did,” he says. The important thing is that “most wanted to make the unit better.” Good leaders, he adds, create a culture in which people of different backgrounds can speak their minds and know that what they are hearing from others is “their ground truth.”

In 1997, Morales started the MBA program at Yale SOM. He embraced the chance to learn in a new environment, he says, taking classes at Yale Law School and enjoying the curriculum at SOM, especially economics courses with the late Professor Sharon Oster and operations management courses with Professor Emeritus Arthur J. Swersey. He also loved the community he found on campus. He remains in touch with many of his classmates, including Laszlo Bock ’99, who led People Operations at Google before founding Humu and Gretel.ai.

“I developed these strong relationships — this strong, almost Army-like connectivity with people that are super authentic,” he says. “When I was in Iraq, on a tough day I could pick up the phone and call classmates like Laszlo, Scot Bemis, or Chris Granger.”

When he became a professor at West Point, Morales—who has also earned a PhD from Cambridge University and master’s degrees from the U.S. Naval War College and National Defense University—borrowed plenty of ideas from his SOM instructors, he says. He invited cadets to his home for breakfast, the way Professor Emeritus Douglas W. Rae did; he started his classes with stories in the style of Swersey. At the academy,
in addition to his teaching and his mentorship of cadets, Morales directed a multi-million-dollar research effort focused on improving performance across public- and private-sector partners.

In 2001, Morales was selected as one of 12 White House Fellows in the Executive Office of the President. He worked with the Office of Management and Budget and as an aide to the head of NASA and, after the fellowship ended, on a team that helped create the Department of Homeland Security. In 2013, he returned to the White House, this time as executive director of Joining Forces, a national initiative that supports employment, wellness, and education for servicemembers, veterans, and their families.

“Outside of leading in combat, Joining Forces was probably the hardest I’ve ever worked in my life,” remembers Morales. That role was a culmination of his focus as a commander on the balance between the mission and the well-being of his troops and their families. “It was so personal to me.”

In each of his positions, Morales says, he has tried to do what he has felt is right, even when it is difficult. “When you’re a commander—or a manager—you can choose to do whatever the last person did and just try not to get fired,” he explains. Or you can try to make things better.

Throughout, he has relied on the love and support of his family—which he calls his “center of gravity”—including his wife, Christy, and his son, Matthew, as well as “life-changing” friendships forged at places like Yale SOM.

“If everything froze, at any point—if I was only a lieutenant, and my career was cut short by a decision or circumstance, but I was doing what I thought was the right thing—that’s fine,” he says. “My wife still loves me.”
Moments of Meaning

We asked some of the most active SOM alumni volunteers and donors to tell us about the impactful interactions they’ve had while working with the school.

Pam Farr ’78
“I’ve had the privilege of watching SOM begin, evolve, grow, adapt to new generations, and become one of the leading management schools in the country, all while holding tight to its original mission of educating leaders for business and society. One moment that stands out for me is when I had the privilege of being president of SOMAA as the school relocated to Evans Hall, a 21st-century home for SOM, and working with the dean to help redefine the role of SOM alumni leadership with the formation of the Dean’s Alumni Advisory Council.”

Roles: Former President, Alumni Advisory Board; Board of Advisors; Chapter Leader; Co-chair, Reunion Gift Committee; Reunion Planning Committee; Student Mentor

Sam Wong ’89
“One fun part of my volunteering is interacting with so many different Yalies from not only SOM but the entire Yale community. In Hong Kong, we have also created a lunch club where we randomly assign two people to meet each other for lunch. It has really been fun making new friends in the same way that we did at Yale over dining hall meals. The many tiny interactions that I get from meeting so many different and interesting Yalies are so impactful to me.”

Roles: Admissions Volunteer; Country Captain; Hong Kong Chapter Leader; Greater China Board of Advisors; President, Yale Club of Hong Kong; Reunion Gift Committee

Linda Schupack ’83 YC, ’92
“I was a co-chair of my 30th reunion gift committee. The entire experience illustrated the idea that giving is participation, participation allows for connection, and that connection results in impact—both financial and on a very human level. From the initial committee calls that reconnected people who had not seen each other in many years to the individual calls that allowed me to catch up on people’s lives and talk about our shared life stages and through the very generous contributions our classmates made to SOM, for the funding of scholarships — it was a wonderful reflection of the impact of past, present, and future.”

Roles: YCCI Advisory Board; Student Club Volunteer; Admissions Volunteer; Reunion Gift Committee; Reunion Planning Committee
Ayotunde Uko ’17

“My EMBA class had the distinct honor of enrolling 42% women within its ranks, a phenomenal achievement led by the exceptional admissions team, which left an indelible impact on me. During my two years in the program, I was determined to pay it forward. To achieve this goal, I helped recruit exceptional individuals from less represented backgrounds into the EMBA and Women’s Leadership Program at Yale SOM. I have seen the outcomes of this effort years later, and they remain outstanding. This experience, amongst many others at Yale SOM, further solidified my commitment towards leadership in business and society and has influenced my thinking regarding the roles that I have chosen to take on since graduation.”

Roles: Reunion Gift Committee; Reunion Planning Committee; EMBA Program Volunteer

Becky Vitas Schamis ’00

“I recently had a wonderfully typical conversation with a rising second-year scholarship recipient who is interning in the office of the governor of Connecticut. Even though her professional background was in the private sector, she chose to spend her summer internship learning about the inner workings of public office and the role of government. She is a true product of the SOM community, network, and spirit, and it was rewarding to hear about her fulfillment on many levels. My interactions with alums, professors, and students always confirm for me that SOM truly puts into practice their mission of educating leaders for business and society and I am proud to be part of that community.”

Roles: Alumni Fund Chair; Reunion Gift Committee; Reunion Planning Committee; Board of Advisors; Class Agent; Admissions Volunteer; Co-chair, Driving Purpose Campaign; For Humanity Campaign Committee

Preeti Adhikary ’21

“I was a part of the MAM ’21 cohort that survived the COVID years of hybrid and remote learning. Students from those couple of years missed out on a big chunk of in-person interaction, co-learning, and bonding. When I started volunteering with Yale SOM’s NYC Chapter, I was pleasantly surprised with the turnout at events — not just in terms of volume but also vigor. Our happy hours were some of the first in-person interaction our alums from various generations had in years and the joy we got to experience and share was truly priceless!”

Roles: New York City Chapter Leader; Class Secretary; Reunion Planning Committee; Social Media Ambassador
INVESTING IN YALE SOM

Our generous donors, volunteers, and supporters are acknowledged in a digital version of this publication. To view a listing of individuals, corporations, and foundations who supported the school from the beginning of the campaign on July 1, 2018, through June 30, 2023, please visit som.yale.edu/impact2023.

Please email any feedback or corrections to yalesomalumni@yale.edu.
The momentum for **Driving Purpose — The Yale SOM Campaign** is incredible, and I am grateful for the myriad ways you are helping us achieve, sustain, and advance the school's mission to educate leaders for business & society.

Your generosity, service, and volunteer engagement impact every aspect of the school. You help to increase access for outstanding students and support our faculty's groundbreaking research — which produces important insights that are directly applied in our classrooms. You encourage our students' entrepreneurial initiatives and broader community-building activities locally and around the world. You share your wisdom and expertise with us. And just as importantly, you continue to inspire our students, and all of us — both by the example of your achievements and leadership and by your commitment to SOM's values and mission.

This year, the school launched key initiatives that build on the strengths of our distinctive research and teaching. As we approach Yale SOM’s 50th anniversary in 2026, our driving purpose is to continue to increase investments in areas of the school that embody and advance its founding mission. Through these efforts we will continue to find new ways to synthesize all this vital work, with the mission as our lodestar, to make a difference within and beyond the walls of Evans Hall.

Gifts have a transformative impact on the school, our faculty, and our students — both immediately and over time. I know that Dean Charles is immensely appreciative of your generosity and of the contributions you have made to the school’s future. The resources raised so far, and those we will raise through the remainder of the Driving Purpose campaign, will ensure that Yale SOM remains a pioneer in management education. The strength and the vibrancy of our school depends on your involvement, and I ask that you continue to keep giving back, staying connected, and contributing to SOM’s present and future success.

As you read through this report, I hope you take great pride in knowing the amazing effect that you are having on the Yale campus and beyond. The Yale SOM community has a spirit and dedication that is truly unparalleled.

Warmly and appreciatively,

Joel A. Getz
Deputy Dean, Alumni, Development, and Special Initiatives
Driving Purpose – The Yale SOM Campaign positions the school for the next 50 years and beyond with its dual objectives of raising at least $325 million by June 30, 2026, and strengthening and expanding our network of alumni and friends. Through the next few years of the campaign, we will continue to assemble the resources needed to advance the school’s mission and build a stronger community of leaders who care deeply about people and the planet – leaders determined to tackle society’s greatest challenges and create lasting solutions.

The priorities for our campaign are to:

Develop a new generation of leaders for all sectors
With your support, we will increase scholarships, expand curriculum resources and experiential opportunities, ensure all voices are represented in our classrooms and offerings, and advance our mission for the next half century.

Advance bold, new ideas and cutting-edge research
With your investment, we will continue to attract and retain outstanding faculty, develop resources to enhance our academic offerings, and increase research opportunities for faculty and students.

Amplify our impact on campus, in the community, and worldwide
With your engagement, we will bring Yale SOM’s mission-based approach to all sectors of business and society and increase engagement with our off-campus community to strengthen the school’s impact around the world.

CO-CHAIRS
Santino Blumetti ’99
Becky Vitas Schamis ’00
Neil Nan Peng Shen ’92 MA
H. Boon Sim ’92
Paula J. Volent ’97

HONORARY CO-CHAIRS
Charles D. Ellis ’59 BA
Indra K. Nooyi ’80
George U. Wyper ’84

We are grateful to our steadfast co-chairs and dedicated campaign committee, 200 members strong!
Tony Lynn ’14:
“Earning a scholarship from Yale was a deciding factor in choosing SOM over other top MBA programs. Prior to Yale, I worked in the public sector doing meaningful but not the most lucrative work. By offering a generous scholarship, SOM showed how much it valued my pre-MBA background and perspective.”

Sam Oh ’99:
“As a donor, you have an opportunity to help fund and propel an institution that really has a mission to enhance and make society better through the training of business leaders. And that’s exciting to me.”
CAMPAIGN UPDATE
GIVING
July 1, 2018, through June 30, 2023
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Investing in Yale SOM
Galina Markova ’01, Diego Garaycochea ’07, and Marco Severi ’07, Co-leaders, United Kingdom Regional Alumni Chapter:

“Volunteering for SOM’s UK chapter is our way of giving back to the school. Whilst we are all members of the broad Yale community in the UK, the sense of belonging to a smaller fraternity is stronger: it inspires trust, confidence, and loyalty. We enjoy bringing brilliant SOMers together to share experiences and ideas, create synergies between academia and practice, and learn from one another. The vibe is automatically present, the conversation is flowing, and it’s only a matter of plunging into a chat to feel connected to fellow alumni you have never met before. This is why we dedicate time to SOM events: it enriches the community and enriches us.”
Alumni Fund

We are grateful to the thousands of Yale SOM alumni who give generously to the Alumni Fund. Your support helps the school invest in innovative academic programs and influential research.

Dean’s Priorities
A key priority for Dean Kerwin Charles is to recruit top thought leaders and exceptional teachers to Yale SOM to bolster the existing strengths of our academic disciplines. This year, nine new faculty, with research and teaching encompassing economics, finance, marketing, operations management, and organizational behavior, were recruited to the school, and five faculty members were promoted.

Loan Forgiveness
This signature SOM program repays need-based loans for recent alumni working in the public and nonprofit sectors. Your contributions help our graduates pursue impactful careers — and also benefit the nonprofit and government agencies who are able to hire talented Yale alumni.

Diversity, Equity, & Inclusion
This year, the school’s Council on Anti-Racism and Equity (CARE) launched the Donald Ogilvie ’78 Colloquium, which is designed to highlight stories not always told in business, bring a diversity of perspectives to the school, and foster representation both in and out of the classroom. The speaker series is named for Donald Ogilvie ’YC 68, ’78, a graduate of Yale SOM’s first class, who called on Yale to lead on issues of race and equity by “furthering world-class exchanges of ideas and ideals.”

Scholarships for MBA, Master of Advanced Management (MAM), and Master of Management Studies (MMS) students
This year, SOM increased overall scholarship awards by 10.5%, a milestone that was made possible in part by Alumni Fund support designated for this area.

“I am both very honored and grateful to be awarded an Alumni Fund Scholarship. Due in no small part to this generosity, I was able to confidently make the decision to attend SOM. It has been a phenomenal privilege and an absolute joy to be here so far.” — CELESTE WATKINS ’24 MBA, 2022–23 RENNY MERRITT ’84 MPPM MEMORIAL ALUMNI FUND SCHOLAR
Alumni Fund by the Numbers

Yale SOM alumni gave $5 million to the Yale SOM Alumni Fund in the 2022–23 fiscal year, which ended on June 30. Generous giving to the fund, which directly supports Yale SOM’s strategic priorities, allowed the school to adapt to challenges, continue to design and implement curricular innovations, and expand scholarship support for students while also balancing its annual budget.

$5 MILLION
Flexible funding raised for the school

Leadership Donors
634
Alumni made a gift of $1,000+

Average Gift Size
$1,701

Participation
30%
Highest participation rate among schools at Yale, including Yale College

SOM Loyal
2,274
Alumni who have given 3+ years consecutively

92
Yale SOM Alumni Fund volunteers

Entrepreneurship Program

This year, the Program on Entrepreneurship worked with SOM faculty to reconceive the Innovator course, part of the MBA core curriculum, with a greater emphasis on entrepreneurship. In this course, all MBA students study idea generation, idea evaluation and development, creative projects, and fostering and sustaining innovation in organizations.

Faculty Research

Research assistance is critical to the cutting-edge scholarship carried out by Yale SOM’s faculty. This year the school piloted and expanded a pre-doctoral program to collaborate with faculty on all stages of the research process, including conceptual development, data collection, data analysis, and writing.

MBA for Executives Program

The MBA for Executives program announced in June that starting with the Class of 2026, it would add an option for students to pursue general management, while maintaining its commitment to the three existing areas of focus: healthcare, asset management, and sustainability.

Curriculum & Case Development

Yale SOM’s dedicated case development team allows the school to create materials to support curricular innovations and respond to faculty ideas. For example, after hearing about an operations turnaround that brought dramatic improvements to the State of Connecticut’s SNAP program, Professor Edieal Pinker worked with the case team to develop a new public sector case that is now used in the Operations Engine course—part of the MBA core curriculum—and the elective Social Entrepreneurship Lab.
Allocation of Current Year Donated Funds

In 2022–2023, alumni, friends, corporations, and foundations donated more than $61 million in outright gifts and pledge payments to Yale SOM. This critical funding was directed in three important ways: to Yale SOM’s endowment—ensuring funding for the future of the school; to provide funding for the school’s core operations this fiscal year; and to provide current-use funding for specific activities and initiatives at SOM.
As a standalone school, the Yale School of Management is responsible for its own budget. While the school has a healthy endowment of its own, we do not receive allocations from the general university endowment and rely on annual gifts from our alumni and friends to meet our financial obligations.

This year, philanthropy accounted for nearly half of the school’s annual budget—supporting classroom innovation, professorships, scholarships, faculty research, and student programs. Thanks to your support, the school has had a balanced budget for the past 15 years.

Endowment spending ensures Yale SOM’s long-term excellence and mission focus. Most endowment spending is designated for professorships, program support, and scholarships, with a small amount available for unrestricted spending.
Fundraising is an important part of the reunion tradition. Class reunion gift campaigns are a peer-to-peer fundraising effort, led by volunteers who work to inspire classmates to make special commitments in celebration of their reunions. Some alumni choose to support the campaign by making larger-than-usual gifts or multi-year pledges to the Alumni Fund. Others make significant capital commitments in addition to their annual support of the Alumni Fund. All of these gifts count toward the reunion gift campaigns as well as to Driving Purpose — The SOM Campaign.

The success of the reunion gift campaigns this year was thanks in large part to our tireless volunteers, who led by example, connected with their classmates, and encouraged them to invest in Yale SOM’s future and its distinctive mission.

$2.1 million
In new gifts and pledges during 2022–2023 from the classes of

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Year</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1978</td>
<td>1993</td>
<td>2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1983</td>
<td>1998</td>
<td>2013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1988</td>
<td>2003</td>
<td>2018</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**817**
New gifts and pledges

**287**
Alumni making their largest gift to date

**93**
Alumni served as reunion gift volunteers

Outstanding Class Achievements of the 2023 Reunion

Class reunion gift campaigns are designed around stretch goals set for each class tied to total dollars raised and class participation over five years. Please join us in recognizing the outstanding achievements of these classes, which surpassed their goals for both total dollars raised and class participation.

**CLASS OF 1978 / 45TH REUNION**
$455,586 raised
78% participation

**CLASS OF 1983 / 40TH REUNION**
$679,510 raised
76% participation

**CLASS OF 2013 / 10TH REUNION**
$329,041 raised
52% participation
The Yale School of Management welcomes the involvement of alumni and friends. Please contact any of the staff below to learn how you can participate in the life of the school and influence its future.

### Development

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Phone</th>
<th>Email</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Renée Anastasio</td>
<td>Senior Development Assistant for Development, Individual Giving, and</td>
<td>203 432 8864</td>
<td><a href="mailto:renee.anastasio@yale.edu">renee.anastasio@yale.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Institutional Philanthropy</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Riley Backman</td>
<td>Assistant Director of Leadership Giving</td>
<td><a href="mailto:riley.backman@yale.edu">riley.backman@yale.edu</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tamara Belmonte</td>
<td>Associate Director for Leadership Giving</td>
<td>203 436 9736</td>
<td><a href="mailto:tamara.belmonte@yale.edu">tamara.belmonte@yale.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amanda Carless</td>
<td>Director of Board Relations</td>
<td>203 432 3788</td>
<td><a href="mailto:amanda.carless@yale.edu">amanda.carless@yale.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rita Chepulis</td>
<td>Senior Director of Stewardship and Editorial Manager</td>
<td>203 432 7789</td>
<td><a href="mailto:rita.chepulis@yale.edu">rita.chepulis@yale.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stephen Dionne</td>
<td>Development Coordinator 2</td>
<td>203 432 1473</td>
<td><a href="mailto:stephen.dionne@yale.edu">stephen.dionne@yale.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kiley Phelan Doyle</td>
<td>Associate Director, Annual Giving</td>
<td>203 432 9391</td>
<td><a href="mailto:kiley.doyle@yale.edu">kiley.doyle@yale.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shire Feingold</td>
<td>Assistant Director of Leadership and Reunion Giving</td>
<td>203 432 9079</td>
<td><a href="mailto:shire.feingold@yale.edu">shire.feingold@yale.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steve Guarino</td>
<td>Associate Director, Strategic Analysis and Insights</td>
<td>203 432 8513</td>
<td><a href="mailto:steve.guarino@yale.edu">steve.guarino@yale.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Katya Ilina</td>
<td>Senior Director of Advancement Operations</td>
<td>203 432 5458</td>
<td><a href="mailto:katya.ilina@yale.edu">katya.ilina@yale.edu</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Alumni Relations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Phone</th>
<th>Email</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Alexandra Alfstad</td>
<td>Manager of Inclusive Alumni Communities, Affinity, and Special Interests Groups</td>
<td>203 436 9553</td>
<td><a href="mailto:alexandra.alfstad@yale.edu">alexandra.alfstad@yale.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kathleen Cartiera</td>
<td>Director of Alumni Engagement, Alumni Relations</td>
<td>203 436 2183</td>
<td><a href="mailto:kathleen.cartiera@yale.edu">kathleen.cartiera@yale.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shannon English</td>
<td>Program Coordinator for Alumni Relations</td>
<td>203 432 3957</td>
<td><a href="mailto:shannon.english@yale.edu">shannon.english@yale.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brendan Hansen</td>
<td>Director of Alumni Communications and Marketing, Development and Alumni Relations</td>
<td>203 432 8190</td>
<td><a href="mailto:brendan.hansen@yale.edu">brendan.hansen@yale.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angela Howley</td>
<td>Associate Director of Alumni Engagement, Classes, and Volunteers</td>
<td>203 436 4056</td>
<td><a href="mailto:angela.howley@yale.edu">angela.howley@yale.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Niermala Mohan</td>
<td>Program Coordinator for Alumni Relations</td>
<td>203 432 5483</td>
<td><a href="mailto:niermala.mohan@yale.edu">niermala.mohan@yale.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parris Fleurival</td>
<td>Communications Program Coordinator</td>
<td>203 432 6234</td>
<td><a href="mailto:parris.fleurival@yale.edu">parris.fleurival@yale.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Margo Reitz</td>
<td>Assistant Director, Alumni Communications and Marketing, Development and Alumni Relations</td>
<td>203 432 1279</td>
<td><a href="mailto:margo.reitz@yale.edu">margo.reitz@yale.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johanna Tondalo</td>
<td>Senior Associate Director, Strategic Initiatives</td>
<td>203 432 7861</td>
<td><a href="mailto:johanna.tondalo@yale.edu">johanna.tondalo@yale.edu</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sara Kroon</td>
<td>Senior Associate Director of Alumni Data and Systems</td>
<td>203 432 5488</td>
<td><a href="mailto:sara.kroon@yale.edu">sara.kroon@yale.edu</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Please contact Sara Kroon with all contact and information updates.
Support for the Yale School of Management 2022–2023

DONORS AND VOLUNTEERS HONOR ROLL
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DRIVING PURPOSE — THE YALE SOM CAMPAIGN HONOR ROLL</th>
<th>2022–2023 YALE SOM ALUMNI FUND HONOR ROLL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>41 The Hillhouse Society $10,000,000+</td>
<td>66 1978  72 2001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41 The Whitney Society $5,000,000 – $9,999,999</td>
<td>66 1980  73 2003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41 The Sachem Society $2,500,000 – $4,999,999</td>
<td>66 1982  73 2005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41 The Elm Society $1,000,000 – $2,499,999</td>
<td>67 1984  74 2007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42 The Prospect Society $500,000 – $999,999</td>
<td>67 1986  74 2009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42 The College Society $250,000 – $499,999</td>
<td>68 1987  75 2010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42 The Wooster Society $100,000 – $249,999</td>
<td>68 1988  75 2011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>43 $50,000 – $99,999</td>
<td>68 1989  75 2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>43 $25,000 – $49,999</td>
<td>69 1990  76 2013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>44 $10,000 – $24,999</td>
<td>69 1991  76 2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45 $5,000 – $9,999</td>
<td>69 1992  76 2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>46 $1,000 – $4,999</td>
<td>69 1993  76 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51 $500 – $999</td>
<td>70 1994  77 2017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>54 $250 – $499</td>
<td>70 1995  77 2018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>57 $100 – $249</td>
<td>71 1996  78 2019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>61 Under $100</td>
<td>71 1997  78 2020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>71 1998  78 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>72 1999  78 2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>72 2000  79 2023</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

80 Boards and Councils
81 Volunteers

OTHER IMPORTANT LINKS
Donor-Funded Scholarships
Donor-Funded Awards
Tributes
Driving Purpose—The Yale SOM Campaign aims to provide the resources needed to extend and strengthen our school’s mission, and to build a stronger community committed to leadership for business & society. We are grateful for the steadfast support of our alumni and friends, whose generosity enables the school to develop innovative educational programs, advance cutting-edge faculty research, and further engage our robust community.

This campaign honor roll acknowledges the total gifts and pledges from individuals, couples, corporations, or foundations to Yale SOM from the beginning of the campaign on July 1, 2018, through June 30, 2023. Thank you for driving Yale SOM’s impact on campus, in the community, and around the globe.
The Hillhouse Society
$10,000,000+
The Eli and Edythe Broad Foundation
Anonymous (2)

The Whitney Society
$5,000,000 – $9,999,999
Amman Mineral
William S. Beinecke '36 BA
Sudjiono Timan '84
Anonymous (3)

The Sachem Society
$2,500,000 – $4,999,999
Anita and Josh Bekenstein '80 BA
Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation
Horace W. Goldsmith Foundation
Xin He and Jack Ling '97
Robert C. Pozen '72 JD, '73 JSD
The Starr Foundation
Frederick Frank '54 BA and Mary C. Tanner

The Elm Society
$1,000,000 – $2,499,999
Bloomberg Philanthropies
The Commonwealth Fund
Dalio Philanthropies
Nitin Gambhir '93 MS
Sheryl and Chip Kaye
Betty and John A. Levin '60 BS, '63 LLB
Ruth R. McMullin '79 and Thomas R. McMullin
PepsiCo, Inc.
Lynne and Andrew J. Redleaf '78 BA, '78 MA
Sally Lihong Shan '97 and Michael Man Lee
Hong Jian Wan
Ken and Jie Xu
Jinmei Yang '21 and Xiaojie Huang
Kevin Ye '04
S. Shirley Yeung '93 and Steven Xiang
Yichen Zhang
Anonymous (3)

Deceased
The Prospect Society  
$500,000 – $999,999

Breyer Family Foundation
Tiffany and Raymond N. Chang ‘96
Shirley Chen ‘95
Vincent Zhaoxu Chen ’22 and Shirley Jing Che
Kenneth and Kathryn Chenuault
Ralph Earle III ’84 and Jane Mendillo ’80 BA, ’84
Linda Koch Lorimer ’77 JD and Charles D. Ellis ’59 BA
Gates Ventures
Louis V. Gerstner, Jr.
Goldman Sachs Gives
Google
Catherine and David J. Kelley ’93 BA
Francis Li
Austin Ligon ’80
Mastercard
Leon Meng ’97
Julien R. Mininberg ’86 BA, ’90 and
Emeshe Juhasz Mininberg ’86 BA, ’96 PhD
Heloisa and Arthur Mizne ’95
Rebecca Vitas Schamis ’00 and David I. Schamis ’95 BA
Jeffrey William Schroeder ’90
Robert Bruce Shaw ’89 PhD
John R. Shrewsberry ’92
H. Boon Sim ’92 and Shiuan Wu
Paula J. Volent ’97
Anonymous

The College Society  
$250,000 – $499,999

Shanna and Eric Bass ’05
Adam Matthew Blumenthal ’89
Seth Brody ’98 BA and Family
Alan Xin Chen ’02
David L. Dodson ’77 BA, ’81 MDiv, ’81
Dan and Rae Emmett
EY
Juan Carlos Garcia and Alejandra Uribe
William T. Grant Foundation
Brad Huang ’90
Betty Wen-i Hung ’96
Shanna and Eric Bass ’05
The Brown Foundation, Inc.
International Foundation for Research and Education
Jon Iwata
S.C. Johnson & Son, Inc.
Steven H. Kasoff ’93 BA and Jennifer Kasoff ’95 BA
Stephen Knight ’90, ’90 MD and
Elizabeth Quattrocki. Knight ’94 MD, ’94 PhD
Patricia P. Lawrence and Robert A. Lawrence ’47 BA
Matthew J. LeBlanc ’98 and Sabrina R. LeBlanc ’98
Gem Tire
McDonald’s Corporation
Wendi Murdoch ’97
Omidyar Network
Sam Palmisano
Maurice E. Pinto ’55 BA
Steven C. Rockefeller Jr. ’90
Russell Sage Foundation
Sanofi S.A.
Alfred P. Sloan Foundation
Gabe Sunshine
The Wyper Family
Wayne Zhang ’96
Anonymous (2)

The Wooster Society  
$100,000 – $249,999

Aetna, Inc.
Togbe Afede XIV ’89 (James Akpo)
Mary Anne Nyburg Baker and G. Leonard Baker, Jr. ’64 BA
Teresa Clare Barger ’82
Aline and Santino Blumetti ’99
Laszlo Bock ’99 and Gerri Hutchings Bock
Brookfield Properties
Jane Buchan ’86 BA
Campbell Soup Company
Centre for Economic Policy Research
Monty Cerf ’83
Chattem
Colgate-Palmolive Asia Pacific Limited
Colgate-Palmolive Company
Craft Brew Alliance
Scott L. Davidson ’93
Edward J. De La Rosa ’81 and Elaine F. Tumonis ’80 BA
Deloitte
Ginger Huang Dietrich ’97 and H. Richard Dietrich ’97
Hon. William H. Donaldson ’53 BA and Jane P. Donaldson
DoorDash Inc.
Zach Du Chao
Jeremy D. Eden ’78 BA, ’86 and Nancy S. Marder ’80 BA, ’87 JD
Michael R. Eisenson ’81, ’81 JD
Charlene and Edward J. Fang ’91
Pamela A. Farr ’78 and Buford C. Alexander
Federation of American Scientists
Susan R. Forst ’87 BA and Edward C. Forst
Foundation for Child Development
Richard K. Freedman ’86 BS, ’90
Peter F. Gerrity ’81
Chris Gklaros-Stavropoulos ’00 BA, ’06
GlaxoSmithKline
Anne M. Glover CBE ’78
Seth Goldman ’95 and Julie Farkas
Claire Liu ’84 BA and Joe Greenberg ’83 BS
Elizabeth and Thomas Halsey ’81
Peter H. Hambling ’82
Monie T. Hardwick ’78 BA
HP
Hopewell Fund
Robert K. Hopkins III ’86 and Ranji H. Nagaswami ’86
IBM
Ipsos Insight LLC
IZA Institute of Labor Economics
Jim Beam Brands Co.
Robert E. Johnson ’03
Y. Michele Kang ’89
Richard L. Kaufman ’79 MA, ’83 and Ellen Jewett ’86
Brendan Kennedy ’05
John S. and James L. Knight Foundation
Charles G. Koch Foundation
Annie and Nied Lamont ’80
Zimo Zeng and David Hui Li ’94
John L. Lindsey ’82
Francis P. Lively, Jr. ’15
James F. Lynch ’88
Mars
Henry F. McCance ’64 BA
Matthew B. McClure
Microsoft
Christina Baird Minnis ’87 BA
Robert R. Morse ’77 BA and Stacey Coleman Morse
Northwell Health
Gloria and Dan O’Connell ’80
Ogilvy
Sam Oh ’99
Petco
The Wooster Society
$100,000 – $249,999 (continued)

Prada S.p.A.
Manjit and Urvashi Rajain
Shrinivas Rao ’19 YGELP
Sally A. Rocker ’81 and Christopher C. Paci ’82 BA
Tandean Rustandy and Susan Sujanto
Humam Sakhnini ’01
Elena M. Savostianova ’05
IBM
Seagen International GmbH
John Seifert
Martin Shubik ’63
Mrs. Robert J. Silver ’89
Dylan Simonds ’00, ’00 MEM
Snapajob
Gaston Sosa de la Torre ’94 MA, ’96
Travelers
Melissa G. Vail ’74 BA and Norman C. Selby ’74 BA
Viacom International, Inc.
Tito Vidaurre ’90 MA, ’91
Volkswagen of America, Inc.
George Z. Wang ’21
M. Barton Waring ’87
Washington Center for Equitable Growth
Daniel H. Weiss ’85
Sam J. Wong ’89
Sho Ye
Joel Zazyczny Family Foundation
Kevin Yi Zhang ’94
Anonymous (4)

$50,000 – $99,999

Bruce D. Alexander ’65 BA
Seth David Alexander ’95 BS
Timothy A. Alexander ’98
Naser AllSayer ’19
Analysis Group Inc.
Anheuser-Busch Companies
John H. Augustine ’87
Beth Axelrod ’89 and
Erwin Hosono ’89
Backmarket
Paul D. Bell ’90
Elizabeth Berry Gips ’89 and
Donald H. Gips ’89
Heidi H. Berrin ’83 and
Josh Bersin
Michael G. Blue ’05 and
Christina H. Blue
Elon S. Boms ’07 and
Stephanie S. Boms ’07
Matthew Broder ’81 BA, ’87
Alexander L. Brown ’92
Christian M. Brunet ’11
Claire H. Burns ’96
Gregory T. Camp ’84 BA, ’88,
’95 JD
Charter Communications
Jihong Chen
Raymond Chit Man Chia ’89
David Christensen ’85
Jill and Daniel T. Ciporin ’86
Stephen C. Daffron ’86, ’90 PhD
Philip Davis ’85 and
Beverly G. Davis
Robert W. Davis ’87
James B. DeStephens, Jr. ’12 and
Beth DeStephens ’14
Frederick V. Ernst ’60 BA
Daniel Felici ’18 YGELP
Joshua G. Geballe ’97 BA, ’02
Good Energies Foundation
Brian H. Gu ’99
Rachel Hines ’86
Rocky Ho ’93
Joseph Michael Holland ’03
Jacqueline C. Hullar ’79 BA and
John P. Hullar ’79 BA
Roger G. Ibbotson
ICON Training and Coaching
Jacobs Foundation
George Frederick Jewett
Foundation East
Kellogg’s
Samommiri P. Lamsam ’76 BA, ’80
Rebecca E. Lilly ’98
Charles Chi-How Liu ’11
Chip Lowry, Jr. ’91
Peter T. Martenson ’00
Raul Martinez-Ostos Jaye ’97 MA, ’99
Robin H. Mendelson ’96
Patricia Merritt ’86
Ryan DeForest Mollett ’07
Indra K. Nooyi ’80
OptumHealth
Betsy R. Pace ’80 and
William B. Pace ’80
Jia Yu and Yongqiang Qian ’00
Linda and Ray Quinlan ’19 YGELP
Angad Manjit Rajain ’14
Matthew C. Rogers ’89
Royal Bank of Canada
Daniel W. Rupp ’06
Rajeek K. Sahney ’91
Henry B. Schacht ’56 BS
Yvonne Stevens and
Paul Schickler ’91
Scott A. Schoen ’80 BA and
Nancy Adams
Linda J. Schupack ’83 BA, ’92
Stacey D. Selztzer ’98 BS, ’98 MS
Steven M. Silver ’90 BA
William B. Sims ’70 BA
Skoll Foundation
David A. Sobotka ’78 BA
The Spencer Foundation
Michael Tal ’07
Lawrence Cheng Tao ’02 and
Jennifer Wei Jiang
Caleb Thomson ’17
Sandra and Alexander O.
Walker III ’13
Derek S. Wang ’89
Wild Type, Inc.
Anonymous

$25,000 – $49,999

Kayode O. Aje ’05
Herbert A. Allen III ’89 BA
Harry and Nisha Arora ’04
Tom Ascheim ’85 BA, ’90
Hari Avula ’92
Cheryl L. Balkenhol ’91
David W. Barnard ’92
Christine Courtney Barton ’99 JD
Frederic L. Bloch ’80
Douglas C. Borthwick ’96
Finn Brooks Family
Foundation, Inc.
Andrew P. Burnes ’81
Deborah L. Bussel ’91
Gregory B. Chabolla ’85
Joseph L.Y. Chan ’90
Fangfang Chen ’99
Jeffrey G. Chen ’97
Mina K. Choo ’94
C.E. Thomas Cleveland ’88 BS
and Barbara S. Cleveland
Christina Codo ’87
Rufus Putnam Coes Ill ’94 and
Amy Coes
Page Knudsen Cowles ’77 BA
Calvin Dalton ’19 YGELP
Sriram P. Das ’04

Deceased

Every effort has been made to ensure the accuracy of our report.
However, if you are acknowledged incorrectly or omitted,
please accept our apologies and contact sara.kroon@yale.edu
so that we can correct our records.

Donors and Volunteers Honor Roll 43
$25,000 – $49,999
(continued)

Magruder H. Dent '80 BA, '86 and Sara Dent '86
Cynthia Hill Dopp '85 and J. Michael Dopp '84
William F. Draper '74 BA, '83
Marcus S. Efron '94
Nancy and Fuad El-Hibri '82
Emergent BioSolutions
Eric & Wendy Schmidt Fund For Strategic Innovation
Thérese Esperdy '89
Karl '80 and Megumi Essig
Jeff E. Evans '13
James A. Firestone '78 and Ann M. Firestone
Daniel E. Fontoura '93
Fox Rehabilitation
Andrea Frazzini '05 PhD
John S. Glass '94
Goldman Sachs Group Inc.
Robert R. Gould '81 BS
Goldman Sachs Group Inc.
John S. Glass '94
Andrea Frazzini '05 PhD
Fox Rehabilitation
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Auke Choe '12
Barbara Choy '14
Benjamin A. Choe '13
Douglas Noel Chmielewski '08
John W. Chmielewski '78
LaFaye E. Chmielewski '76
Robert E. Chmielewski '71
Sara K. Chmielewski '15
Yun K. Chmielewski '15

Deceased

Sara K. Chmielewski '15

Every effort has been made to ensure the accuracy of our report. However, if you are acknowledged incorrectly or omitted, please accept our apologies and contact sara.kroon@yale.edu so that we can correct our records.
Mayumi Fukui ’77 BA, ’83
David D. Gabrielson ’85
Michael J. Gaecik ’20
Frank Kwame Gadzeko ’89
Jeffrey Taylor Gaffney ’08
Jessica A. Gage ’14 and
James D. Martz ’15
Daniel P. Galeon ’20
Carlos Galera ’19
Sean B. Gallagher ’01
Ekaterina Galperina ’00
Gable F. Gao ’94
Adrian Garcia ’09
Bryan Thomas Garcia ’00 MEM
Diana Yolima Garcia-Brenich ’07
Patricio Garcia Minguiz ’93
Valerie A. Gardner ’85 and
Jonathan Tiemann ’78 BS,
’86 PhD
Andrew R. Garstka ’14
Eric Michael Gatabaki ’10
Jennifer L. Gaze ’16
Janet Gehrmann ’19
Caroline Neill Gentile ’96
Mario A. Giacalone ’17
Zanna Gilbert ’07
Douglas P. Giles ’94 and
Natalie Green Giles ’94
Susannah Hale Gillette ’04
Jarl Ginsbard ’92
Marc Olivier Girard ’19
William Kenneth Glasy ’01
Regina A. Glocker ’93
Tyler B. Godoff ’16
William N. Goetzmann ’78 BA,
’86, ’90 PhD
Andrew Thomas戈ff ’12
Dror Goldberg ’06
David M. Goldblum ’91
Jill Goldsmith ’89
Jean B. Goldwyn ’14
Andrezj Roman Golec ’03
Graham Laird Goodkin ’04 and
Laura Vickers Chittick ’05
Austan D. Goolsbee ’91 BA,
’91 MA
Matthew A. Gordon ’20
Robert Scott Gossettink ’10 and
Brigitte H. Gossettink ’11
Sunil Kumar Gottipati ’03
Jocelyn M. Gottlieb ’03 and
Matthew Thomas Reining ’04
Richard Grant ’19 YGELP
Marie-Helene Gratton ’07,
’07 MPH
Joelyn K. Gray ’81 and Kevin
Douglas Gray ’85
Eric Jon Green ’97
Jonathan Brody Green ’93 and
Gloria S. Lee ’99
Elizabeth Alyn Greenburg ’12
Robert G. Greenly ’83
John Paul Griffin ’08
Catherine E. Grundy ’00
Sheng Gu ’13
Yubai Guan ’19
Lionello G. Guelfi ’03
Guidehouse
DeLalina J. Gumbs ’08
Pankaj Gupta ’19
Armando F. Gutierrez ’99
Maria Elena Gutierrez ’95
Rekha B. Hagen ’93
Michael Hainsworth ’19 YGELP
François Hallier ’19
Bryce William Hall ’12
Sherry Mandelbaum Halperin ’90
and Michael A. Halperin ’91
Stewart A. Halpern ’78 BS, ’82
Robin F. Haisband ’98 and
Jeremy David Spector ’92 BA
Barbara A. Hammond ’89
Melissa Unemori Hampe ’02
Edward W.M. Hampton ’94
Tong Han ’99
Clara M. Hansen ’18
Mohan Hanumantha ’22
Nelson A. Hardigg ’99
Melanie Anne Hardin ’95
Nathan Russell Harrington ’96
Corey Lawrence Harrison ’11
Hartford Athletic
W. Stephen Hardy ’80
J. Grant Hauber ’95
Daniel J. Hawkins ’85 and
Carolyn Moss ’85
Julie R. Hawthorne ’20
Benjamin Goldman Healey ’04
BA, ’12, ’12 MEM
Caitlin Tholstrup Hearon ’18
Alexander Marliave Hohmeyer
’97 BS, ’04
Katherine D. Hein ’12
Igor Helekai ’94
Teriilyn A. Henderson ’81
Tamar H. Henkin ’91
Nishanthi Saman Herat ’07
Karen Beth Hermalin ’88
Roland Scott P. Hernandez ’17
Mauricio Herrera Madariaga ’97
Erik Markus Herrmann ’09
Stacey L. Hightower ’98
Jason M. Hill ’11 and
Patricia C. Hill ’12
John J. Hillgen IV ’12
Ian Thomas Hillis ’13
Melissa J. Hilton ’83 BA, ’89
Tasia Hinchcliffe ’94
Kiyoiki Hiyoki ’03
Kari J. Hirt ’15 and
Mary Patricia Wixted ’10 BA, ’15
Randi L. Hissom ’10
Betty Ho ’13
Jane A. Hoffman ’92
Elizabeth S. Hokada ’74 BA, ’79
Rudolf A. Hokanson ’74 MDiv, ’81
Katherine Kelley Holland ’86
Jennifer Pratt Holleran ’01
Thomas J. Holmberg, Jr. ’87
Jennifer Horn ’99
Mitsuru Honda ’14
Allison Christine Hong ’01
Henry E. Hooper ’76 BA, ’86
Jessica Silliman Hooton ’15
Laraine Balk Hope ’86
Dan D. Horan ’95
Horizon Technology
Finance Management
Catherine A. Horns
Houlihan Lokey
Robert Beckham Howard ’03
William T. Howerton ’15
Donors and Volunteers Honor Roll
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Cindy M. Chu '00
Winnie M. Chu '98 and 
Julian Gei-Lun Ku '94 BA, '98 JD
Doreen Anna Clark '92
Jason Clark '20
Jon L. Cleary '16
Lee D. Clein '94 and Annette M. 
Hatch-Cleim '94 MSN
Judith M. Cole '84
Katherine W. Cole '19
James S. Collins '87
Marcia E. Blake
Mary Ella Compton '93
John L. Connell '93
Anthony Corridore '03
Daniel Coutinho '19
Faye J. Crossley '81
Giovanni Cruz '20
Felipe Cuconati '19
Juana Cuevas '96
John R. Cullinan, Jr. '79
Katherine P. Currie '04 BA, '14
Kristina Ann Curtis '83
John R. D'Agostino '13, '13 MEM 
and Giselle A. C. Rosa '14, 
'14 MPH
Preetam Gadey '13
Kennetha Gaines '20 DNP, '21
Dao Chen '21
Jian Chen '01
Karen Chen '16
Shurui Chen '19
Kenneth Cheng '93
Rebecca E. Chetham '91
Vincent Chiu '19
Alex G. Chittim '15 and 
Jennifer Graham Chittim '16
Brian B. Choi '02
Annie Chow Joyce '15 and 
Will T. Joyce '16
James L. Chou '99
Jimmy M. Chow '00
Siddhartha H. Chowdri '05
Mark Dinner '03 BA, '06
Valerie Dijie '19
Duncan A. Donahue '87
Amy A. Donovan '94
Daniel B. Droller '09 and 
Kari L. Droller '09
Anthony M. DuDon '83
Constance D. DuHamel '82
Cedric du Monceau '84
Catherine M. Dunn
Juan Ignacio Dutari '02
Clark William Dyer '01
Jayson R. Ebreo '15
Pete F. Edmunds '20
Meagen E. Eisenberg '04
Matthew J. Eldridge '98 and 
Josy J. A. Kouns '98
Angelique Electra '82, '82 JD
Stephen Elia, III '03
Alejandro Elizondo Villarreal '10
Kevin A. Elliott '16
Matthew McNamara Engler '04
Ahmad Eshghyar '19
Ian W. Evans '16
Michelle Fait '93
Genevieve L. Faith '07
Charles J. Felix '14
Catherine Feng '09
Jonathan David Fenstad '10
Maria Ines Fernandez '19
Charlie G. Fletcher IV '04
Heidi A. Fieldston '80
Bryan J. Fike '20
Patricia J. Finkelman '87
Anne B. Fisher '94
Barbara S. Fisher '82
Jane J. Fisher '83
Ben S. Flumenhaft '08
Peter Benjamin Fleischer '90
Jill A. Flesher '98
Barbara J. Flickinger '84
Sandra D. Flood '87, '87 MSN
Kate L. Forester '09
Sally Fossett '79
Maureen Fountain Quinn '92
Justin C. Freedman '08
Donn James Froshieser '02
Preetam Gadey '13
Kenneth Armin Gaedeler '93
Elizabeth Claire Gaeta '96 and 
Steinar Ryen '96
Kennetha Gaines '20 DNP, '21
Brandon Galang '21
Jennifer E. Gammond '19
Kerith Gardner '06
Ankur Garg '15
Priyanka Garg '12 and 
Prashant Srivastava '12
Vivek Garg '13
Vladimir Gavrilovic '17
Nishtha Ghosh '18
John T. Gillum '97
Michael Gregory Gitner '13
Lisa Christine Gluck '95
Sara W. Goddard '95
Michael Adam Golden '90

Deceased

Jonathan Stewart Busky '94 BA, '02, '02 MFA
Ethan Sanders Buyon '78
Michael R. Buzzard '15
Carina Ranelli Caccavelli '00
Megan Cain '19
Lorenzo Caliendo
Martha E. Callaghan '01 BA
Jaime M. Capellà-Fuster '94, '94 MA
Gabriella S. Capone '19, '19 JD
Case B. Carpenter '18
Steven A. Carples '81
Isabela Castaneda '96
Thomas Castelnuovo '82
Ernesto A. Castillo '16
Susan D. Caswell '86
Katherine H. Cattanach '20
Sheila C. Cavanaugh '91
Jim H. Chambers '80
Nadim Chammas '21
Sheetal N. Chandler '08
Robert M. Chang '99
Jennifer R. Chapman '87 and 
Michael J. Allison '88
Aungar Chatterjee '20
Dao Chen '21
Jian Chen '01
Karen Chen '16
Shurui Chen '19
Kenneth Cheng '93
Rebecca E. Chetham '91
Vincent Chiu '19
Alex G. Chittim '15 and 
Jennifer Graham Chittim '16
Brian B. Choi '02
Annie Chow Joyce '15 and 
Will T. Joyce '16
James L. Chou '99
Jimmy M. Chow '00
Siddhartha H. Chowdri '05

Every effort has been made to ensure the accuracy of our report. 
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Karinia M. Totah '12
James Leo Tovey '93
Jean-Francois J. Tremblay '02
Chad Troutwine '02
Mark A. Tuckerman '78
Elizabeth A. Tullis '20
Toddy Torrance Turrentine '80
Seth Tutlis '06
Daryl D. Twitchell '97
Takuro M. F. Ueno '80
Anil Kumar Upadhyay '88
Cesar B. Urrea '00
A. Quincy Vale '97
Eric William van Gestel '96
Greg Vanourek '00
Juliane U. van Voorst to Voorst '04
Elizabeth R. Varughese '22
Ivan C. Veidenheimer '20
Arun Venkatesan '20
Fernando Miguel Vian '93
Cristobel von Walstrom '01
Mauroico A. Vooruinn '97
Charles L. Wagland '08
Andrew R. Wallstein '22
Jaisheng Wang '16
Yong Wang '11
Ashish Harry Ward '03
Edward Watts
Timheus Weekes '85
Vera J. W. Vintrao '82
Jonathan H. Weisberg '93
Niv Weisengen '14
Jason Valentine Wells '03
Warren M. Wells, Jr.
Sarah Weng '19, '19 MEM
Richard Jay Westman '83
Robert J. Willett '94
Karen M. Wing '94
Greg P. Winter '84
Aaron G. Winters '14
Heidi Wissmiller
John Ryan Withall '15, '15 MEM
Raymond King Wong '96
M. Gail Woodard '79
Amy Wrezenskiw
Angel'a Y. Wu'13,'13 MEM
Denglin Wu '21
James W. Wu
Owen Xia '18
William-Xin '92 BS, '95
Hideaki Yamagishi '92
David Dan Yana '96
Salvador H. Yanze '11
Sung Yang '14
Saburo Yao '90
Allie U. Yee '19
Ka Wai A. Yeung '99
Fei Yuen '98
Julie Leeat Yu'e '03
Elizabeth M. Zeidman '80 BA, '86
Pei Zhang '16
Yujing Zhang '18
Zelda Zhang '19
Amy Zhu '19
$100 – $249
Mikel Abasolo '95
Sean Abbey '22
Emika S. Ahe '16, '16 MFA
Steven Charles Abeles '92 and Melissa Hope Belman '92
Bradley Ira Abelow '89
David M. Acherhol '18
Peggy Wall Adams '89
Arun Adhikary '18 and Preeti P. Adhikary '21
Shobhan Agarwal '10
Nilofor Ahmed '16
Tyler H. Ahmty '17
Roppikula Pakuruth '19
Olufumilayo Akinlawon 'Hastrup '03
Yakut Akman
Justin A. Akong '21
Bader Al-Bader '13
William Farnham Allen '95
Sager H. S. M. Alasager '18
Adrianna Alterman '19 and Chris S. Cutrona '19
Maclean Teye Amlalo '12
Mauricio F. Amore '04
David B. Amstutz '93
Divam Anand '19
Edgar L. Anderson, Jr. '81
Julie G. Andre '07 BA, '15
Sumit Aneja '14 and Sonia Aneja '15
Claude O. Ankamah '20
Francesco A. Annetta '16
Ivan Antonio '19
Shir Antonovsky '22
Anjali Apte '98 and Nikhil K. Gera '98
Neda Arbabshahi '10, '10 MESC
Ella Archibald '22
Patricia Arellano
Kathryn E. Arffha '18
Anthony S. Argenziano '23
Amelia C. Armitage '86 and Gary F. Mathias '87
Jason Theo Arvanites '12
Zainab Aslam '17, '17 MPH
Yoichi Ataka '16
Robert A. Atwell '83
Emily Auerbach '20, '20 MEM
Gurusee S. Aujila '22
Gary Leslie Ault '06
Melissa Austin '17
Linda M. Axtell-Thompson '87
Lukman S. Azeez '14, '14 JD
Prashant Babu '12
Matthew Kenneth Baer '09 BA, '12
Junghoon Baik '19
Karandeep Singh Bains '06
Rashmir G. Balasubramaniam '04
Alex D. Baldwin '90 BA
Daniel H. Ball '77 BA, '82
Juliana K. Ballard '98
Andon A. Baltakov '05
Ruth G. Banta '84
Jeffrey Steven Barbieri '11
 Oscar Barbossa '21
Paul Anthony Barbour '05
Katrina M. Barlow '17
Adam Daniel Barnard '17
Beanie Barnes '08
William R. Barnes '91
Katie W. Barnett '94 BA, '99
Jennifer Faith Barson '05, '05 MPH
Jim N. Baron
Sebastian Barana '15
Elea Cristina Brito Barr '04 and Seth Andrew Barr '04
Polly M. Barry '86
Paul Bashar '19
Marshall Perkins Bass '03
Samik Basu '12
Lisa Tepper Bates '09
Joanruth K. Baumann '81
Murad Bayor '00
Nick S. Bayer '19
Karl A. Beard '87, '87 MF
Clarice H. Beegemann '90, '90 MSN
Raquel V. L. Begleiter '21, '21 JD
Johannah M. Beinecke '20
Elena C. Bell '21
Kam M. Bellamy '22
David P. Belmont '92, '92 MA and Tilky K. Belmont '92
Lei Bely-Cheng '14 and Nikita Bely '13
Felis B. Benin '22
Michel Bergel '19
Manuel E. Berger '19
David A. Bergheim '94
John Scott Berkia '13 and Colleen Einhart Briggs '13
Brittan B. Berry '16
Elena A. Bertram '16
Aruna Kumari Bhamidipati '13
Mallika Bhardwaj '18
Renu Bhatia '88
Amrit M. Bhatta '99
Padmanabha Bhatta '12
Ross S. Bielak '98
John Bibildorff '1 '1 MPH
Janet Michele Bilanne '86
Caroline Metz Birasa '14 BA, '22
Ann Delary Blakey '89
Amy Christina Blankson '06
Nora E. Bloch '99
Marcia Lynn Bockel '04
Eileen Elizabeth Bonetti '98
Seth David Safir Bonime '01
Daniel James Boston '11
Tristan Botelho
Kelly E. Bougere '12
Isabelle L. Bourdeau '93
Lewis C. Bowers '75 BA, '83
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Andrea D. Harris '81, '89
Candace E. Harris '81
Nick Albrighton Harris '04
Jonathan Alan Harrison '96
Andrey M. Hart '18
G. Kimball Hart '70, '80
Jane T. Hart '81
Timothy W. Hartman '92
Samuel A. Hartwell, Jr. '93
Alexandra M. Haskell '18
Gayle G. Hayden '94
Robert Hayer '19
Celcia He '03
Anne Hector '81
Carrie Marie Heinonen '97
Eva M. Heinzelman '98, '80
Robert M. Held '95
Michael G. Helfenberger '16
Channing Elise Holloway '03
Elizabeth Dickson Holloway '11, '11 MEM
Jill J. Hutensky '94
Robert A. Huston '96
Romy Hussain '17
Todd A. Hummel '20
Ophelia Hu Kinney '16
Joanna Huang '95
Hui Huang '08
Nancy Y. Hsiung '09
Brett P. Howard
Rafi Hovsepian '04
Brett P. Howard
Nancy Y. Hu '09
Xiaogang Hu '01
Hui Huang '08
Joanna Huang '95
Ophelia Hu Kinney '16
Todd A. Hummel '20
Jason Hurtado Daniels '93
Romy Hussain '17
Robert A. Huston '96
Spencer Cole Hutchins '07
Jill J. Hutensky '94
Kamran R. Ibrahim '84
Takashi Igarashi '17
Mario Iglesias '94
Akira Ikeda '02
Robert Vincent Isoue '88
David Israel '93, '93 JD
Praveen Issac '11
Michael L. Iyer '99
Menouy Iyer '16
Duane C. Jackson '16
Stanley W. Jackson, Jr. '96
Cher Jacques Braden '08
Anand Jain '08
Anjani Jain

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Year</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jackie M. Janson '94</td>
<td>Amy Keastman Janzon '96</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>William S. Jarrett, Jr. '82</td>
<td>Shrimant Jathur '17</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evie Jeang</td>
<td>Aysya Karim Jethani '09, '80</td>
<td>'13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ying Jia '18</td>
<td>Michael Jin</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peiran Jing '22</td>
<td>Shruti Jothari '17</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bradley F. Johnson '09</td>
<td>Deidre W. Johnson '91</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lorna Calder Johnson '94, '94 MEM</td>
<td>Martha Nace Johnson '79</td>
<td>'09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethan G. Joseph '17</td>
<td>Clara-Ann Joyce '20</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daryl Juran '83</td>
<td>Jillian J. Jweinat '16</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>David E. Kaczorowski '07</td>
<td>Amar Kada '17</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ari Kahn '10</td>
<td>Andrew J. Kaiser '09, '22</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jed E. Kalkstein '98</td>
<td>Nandita Padmavat Kalyan '01</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anjali Kampschulte '04</td>
<td>Felix T. Kampschulte '04</td>
<td>Yoon J. Kang '14 and Brandon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chi-Bun Wai '07, '14</td>
<td>Alim Badurdiri Kanji '06</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nitya Kanuri '20</td>
<td>Katherine G. Kapnick '19</td>
<td>'94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minni Kapur '94</td>
<td>Lea Karlin '17</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aleksey Kassavin '19</td>
<td>Ismail Azziz Kassam '13</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>James Gerald Kastner '96</td>
<td>Andrew L. Katz '16</td>
<td>'10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boris Katz '10</td>
<td>Rashid S. Kaukas '93</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shih-Kai Sh-Kwany '19</td>
<td>Li Kehl '16</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shantanu S. Kelkar '18</td>
<td>James Harrison Keller '89</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glenn Kelly '16</td>
<td>Andrea Kemerli '85</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexander B. Kenton '21</td>
<td>Maneesh Khaitan '09</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manka Khanna '18</td>
<td>Elaine K. Khu '00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kimberly Ann Kicenuik '11</td>
<td>Chad Michael Kilmel '01</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carol Jin Kim '10</td>
<td>Joan E. H. Kim '15</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shirley Jordan Kim '08</td>
<td>Christopher Segen Karg '10</td>
<td>'09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soojin Kim '21</td>
<td>Shirley Jordan Kim '08 and</td>
<td>'08 MA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yoosuk Kim '02</td>
<td>Thomas A. Kimberly '08, '08 MA</td>
<td>'08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tomoshige Kimura '85</td>
<td>Tomosighe Kimura '85</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexandra E. Kinney '20</td>
<td>Andrew R. Kirk '17</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gretchon Leigh Kittel '92</td>
<td>Fabrice C. Klein '94</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benjamin Joel Kleinman '05</td>
<td>Deborah H. Knowton '81</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erica A. Knudson '20</td>
<td>Charles Ko '18</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charlie Wu-Nien Ko '99</td>
<td>Yin Shan Kok '13</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nikil R. Kunduru '19</td>
<td>Paul A. Korathu '02</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Katelyn V. Koschewa '18</td>
<td>Rainer J. M. Krause '21</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joshua J. Krever '19</td>
<td>Athrey D. Krishnakumar '18</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Priya Krishnan '16</td>
<td>Caroline B. Kronely '07</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lars A. Kry '93</td>
<td>Jamie E. Kudera '95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samir Kulkarni '99</td>
<td>Nitesh Kumar '17</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rakhi Kumar '02</td>
<td>Swapna Kumar '21</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boris W. Kuvshinof '08</td>
<td>Patricia M. Kwan '21</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robert William LaChance '04</td>
<td>Edward H. Ladd '98</td>
<td>'99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lae Fond '84</td>
<td>Samuel Lafontaine '89</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nina Y. Lagacan '17, '17 MEM</td>
<td>Peter A. Laird '14</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Irman Lakhan '12</td>
<td>Elizabeth S. Landau '19</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>William V. Larkin Jr. '80</td>
<td>Raegan French LaRochelle '06</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jeff Larson '99</td>
<td>Rick S. Larson '85</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ka Yee Lau '17</td>
<td>James A. La Vela '20</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trevor Michael Law '92</td>
<td>Peter Leslie Lawrence '02</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>David Xavier Leblanc '96</td>
<td>Andrew Zachary Lebwohl '12</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manuel Lebwor '95</td>
<td>Emmanuel Lebour '05 and</td>
<td>Lindsay Lebour '05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>David R. Lee '20</td>
<td>Juwon Lee '20</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Richard Lee '14 '18</td>
<td>Jeffrey S. Leen '91</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brett Thomas Lehghorn '19</td>
<td>Ryan D. Leibowitz '20</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gillian C. Leitch '19</td>
<td>Grady Lenkon '20</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corey R. Lesnajk '18</td>
<td>Jay Lester '95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emily L. Levada '12</td>
<td>Carin Rosenberg Levine '03</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crystal and Jason Levine</td>
<td>Joshua Hillary Levine '05, '05 MEM</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MEM</td>
<td>Andrew Steven Lewandowski '92, '02</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christopher Baird Lewis '10</td>
<td>Karlianna M. Lewis '15, '15 JD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jen P. Leybovich '13</td>
<td>Chaoqun Li '19</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jing Li '10</td>
<td>Laura Li '16</td>
<td>'04 BA, '10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Terence Li '04 BA, '10</td>
<td>Xinying Li '16</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yuqin Li '14</td>
<td>Zhen Li '11 MA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ellis Liang '19, '19 JD</td>
<td>Sally Kwan-Lay Lim '89</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xiaoqiu Lin '17</td>
<td>Samuel L. Linden '19, '19 MEM</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Justin Matthew Lindenmayer '13, '13 MEM</td>
<td>Walter H. S. Lindop '19</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lourdes A. Lira Cuevas '20</td>
<td>Ran Li '21</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keeton Little '14</td>
<td>Jennie L. V. Liu '07 and</td>
<td>Shawn C. Liu '07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jinxiu Liu '12</td>
<td>Renjie Liu '14</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walter Liu '18</td>
<td>John Henry Lloyd '87</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caroline R. Loewer '17</td>
<td>Marcel A. Logan '14</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joseph Anthony Lombardo Il '12</td>
<td>Desirée F. Lopes '15, '15 MEM</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Davin Edward Lopez '97</td>
<td>Matthew M. Loshch '13</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarah A. Lowery '10, '10 MEM</td>
<td>John M. Lucarelli '98</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Warren Archard Luftning '09</td>
<td>Lisett Luik '21</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Igor Lukashov '10</td>
<td>Diane G. Luke '82</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andrea J. Lukens '88</td>
<td>Francisco B. Ribeiro Lume '04</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scott Aldo Lupkas '01</td>
<td>Samuel E. MacAvoy '22</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allison R. Mace '05</td>
<td>Neha Madan '11</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sara A. Maffey '10</td>
<td>Seth Michael Magonizer '10 and</td>
<td>Julia Z. McDowell '18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tanaka Mahachi '16</td>
<td>Karen J. Mahoott '99</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John R. Maier '82</td>
<td>Kiran N. Makam '06</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hristo T. Malchev '98</td>
<td>Rahul Malhotra '10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicholas J. Mapp '21</td>
<td>Saira J. Malik '09</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sunil T. Marangoly '96</td>
<td>Jason Mallet '07</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joseph Mandelbaum '20</td>
<td>Robin Anne Mann '87</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matthew P. Manning '17</td>
<td>Mark E. Manson '82</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abigail T. Martin '19, '19 MEM</td>
<td>Lee Whitworth Martin '13</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Terry Martorana '02</td>
<td>Luis Alberto Mas Castillo '19 and</td>
<td>Laura Norato Prieto '23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Juan Carlos M. Dias '19</td>
<td>Samuel L. Massey '00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nadim Fadel Matta '89</td>
<td>Augustine M. Mattamal '00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Nick B. Neuman ’17
Nekosi Joseph Nelson ’06
John Joseph Nelson III ’11
Laura A. Nelsen ’99
Daniel R. Neiterman ’22
Amy Jo Neches ’79 BA, ’85
James Edward Nearon ’03
Kendra J. Nealon ’20
William W. Neale ’84
Andrew A. Nat, Jr. ’83
Saidrasul Saidakbarovich
Noreen Elizabeth Nash ’92
Youngil Na ’18
Maryrose G. Myrtetus ’15
Maya Chitra Mylavarapu ’11
Olivier Muyshondt ’09
Max Musicant ’11
Armando A. Musa ’20
Word Day Peake III ’86
Harsh V. Poddar ’12
Eugene Leon Podkaminer ’01
Josh M. Pashman ’09, ’09 MPH
Joshua D. Posner ’19
Lydia Cheuk Heng Poon ’09
Anna Christine Palazij ’10
Michael Eric Rapaport ’06
Vipan Nikore ’06
Josiah L. Northrop ’17
Brian Thomas Reardon ’04
Rajiv Pande ’07
Emma K. Powers ’16
Elizabeth A. Quinn ’96, ’96 MFS
Harold E. Quade ’78
Renee L. Potter ’00
David W. Quiggin ’02
Brent W. Quinn ’05
Jody M. Quinn ’05
Julia D. O’Brian ’07
Nancy J. Quinlan ’02
Grace A. Newman ’17
Naomi Newman ’01 BA, ’08
Yulee B. Newsome, Jr. ’09
Sally Ann Nicholas ’12
Sarah R. Nielsen ’14, ’14 MESc
Mark Vincent Nieto ’12
Hiroaki Niitsuma ’93
Vipan Nikore ’06
David Andrew Nimkin ’89
Charles Eric North ’87
Michelle Nowicki ’91
Lisa Nussbaum ’14
Daniel Nyaho-Darti ’17
Edmaro Obraczka ’04
Julia D. O’Brian ’07
Klaus E. Obrutz ’21
Jonathan Edward O’Connor ’11
Joseph Andrew Ogden ’96
Walter C. Ogier ’87
Elizabeth B. O’Hanlon ’04
Joel Ojeda ’17
Meghan Farrell O’Keefe ’04
Garth Owen ’13
Janice A. Oldmeadow ’91
OLMO, LLC
Erika Baker Olson ’11
Akikazu Onda ’22
Selina Ong ’19
Blake T. O’Shaughnessy ’14
Kurt F. Ostergaard ’92
Carolyn N. Ozcan ’87
Samuel F. Page ’16, ’16 JD
Daisuke Miyauchi ’00
Ken Miwada ’12
William Jethro Pott ’05, ’05 MEM
Daisuke Miyauchi ’00
Lauren K. M. Monteiro ’22
Charles R. Pardue ’91
Charles C. Park ’92
Megan A. Parker Young ’17
Harpal Singh Parmar ’01
Josh M. Pashman ’09, ’09 MPH
R. Lockwood Pawlick ’84
Word Day Peake III ’86
Peter Pekarek-Kolodka ’97
Roderick Rovenelli ’86
Robin B. Peizman ’80 BA, ’87
Robert M. Penn ’91
Jorge Luis Perez ’05
Perry A. Piazza, Jr. ’98
Alexander Trimble Pierpont ’88
John Pisanonot ’03
Bernard Plishtin ’87 and
Maria Micheaux Black ’88
Harsh V. Poddar ’12
Eugene Leon Podkaminer ’01
P. Polichinski ’19
Dean Andrew Poniros ’08
Lydia Cheuk Heng Poon ’09
W. Nathan Portlock ’18
Joshua D. Posner ’19
William Jethro Pott ’05, ’05 MEM
Renee L. Potter ’00
Emma K. Powers ’16
Naomi Goodman Press ’87
Gary J. Price, ’08
Reilly A. Price ’21 and
Daniel S. Harris ’22
Robin Prunty
Daniel C. Pryor ’93
Lisa M. Pue Chinery ’06
Danny Qiao ’22
Elizabeth A. Quinn ’96, ’96 MFS
James W. Quinn III ’99
Thomas James Rabil ’92
Allan C. Rabinowitz ’54 BE
Ari Michael Raivet ’05
David Ramo ’14
William R. Rankin ’81
William H. Ranney ’84
Michael Eric Rapaport ’06
John H. Raphael ’83
Udit Rastogi ’19
Madeline C. Ravich ’09
Gregory Scott Rawson ’11
Brian Thomas Reardon ’04
Johann R. Rebi ’18
Justine Reed ’00
Laura A. Reed ’84
Caroline Reeve ’21
Stacey Reichman ’90
Julia E. Richman ’86
Rory B. Riggs
Matthew Riordan ’10
Francisco Manuel Rivera
Hoffmann ’13 and Ann Morrow
M. Johnson ’14, ’14 MArch
Mario Rivero ’02
Leigha Brooke Hayward Ro ’09
James A. Robertson ’99
Curtis H. Robinhold ’03, ’03 MEM
Rafael Roca ’16, ’16 MSc
Eilles J. Roche ’23, ’23 MEM
Carlos A. Rodriguez ’20
Christian Rodriguez-Chavez ’19
Maria C. Roja ’82
Diana T. Romanova ’14
Jose M. Romero, Ill ’09
Shana Katz Ross ’00 BA, ’06
Vanessa Ivette Rosado ’07
David Nathan Rosen ’01, ’01 MPH
Duncan A. Ross ’83 and
Elizabeth Burnett Ross ’94
Michael G. Rossman ’15
Coe Dennis Rost ’93
Chris M. Roughton ’17
Camila Rubino ’21
Nils Rudi
James W. Rue ’83, ’83 MFS
M. Kimberly Rupert ’74 PhD, ’80
Stephen Ryan
Kathryn Sabatini ’22
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Natalia Y. Ariza '18
Randy MacDonald Armstrong '13
Jimerson J. Asencio '19
Heidi E. Averna '22
Eduardo Avilez Vazquez '22
Chun Sun Baak '20
Jay S. Babshet '14
Rebecca Baehr '20
Michael Bajou '22
John D. Baker
Arkadeep Bandyopadhyay '21
Lisa Neki Banigo '11
Sushant P. Banjara '19 MESc
Maxim N. Baranov '18 BS, '21
Jorge Barbat '89
Raphael J. C. Bardin '19
Jorge Barbat '89
Sushant P. Banjara '19 MESc
IseiNiki Banigo '11
Arkadeep Bandyopadhyay '21

(continued)

Under $100

Natalia Y. Ariza '18
Randy MacDonald Armstrong '13
Jimerson J. Asencio '19
Heidi E. Averna '22
Eduardo Avilez Vazquez '22
Chun Sun Baak '20
Jay S. Babshet '14
Rebecca Baehr '20
Michael Bajou '22
John D. Baker
Arkadeep Bandyopadhyay '21
Lisa Neki Banigo '11
Sushant P. Banjara '19 MESc
Maxim N. Baranov '18 BS, '21
Jorge Barbat '89
Raphael J. C. Bardin '19
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Under $100

Natalia Y. Ariza '18
Randy MacDonald Armstrong '13
Jimerson J. Asencio '19
Heidi E. Averna '22
Eduardo Avilez Vazquez '22
Chun Sun Baak '20
Jay S. Babshet '14
Rebecca Baehr '20
Michael Bajou '22
John D. Baker
Arkadeep Bandyopadhyay '21
Lisa Neki Banigo '11
Sushant P. Banjara '19 MESc
Maxim N. Baranov '18 BS, '21
Jorge Barbat '89
Raphael J. C. Bardin '19
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Under $100

Natalia Y. Ariza '18
Randy MacDonald Armstrong '13
Jimerson J. Asencio '19
Heidi E. Averna '22
Eduardo Avilez Vazquez '22
Chun Sun Baak '20
Jay S. Babshet '14
Rebecca Baehr '20
Michael Bajou '22
John D. Baker
Arkadeep Bandyopadhyay '21
Lisa Neki Banigo '11
Sushant P. Banjara '19 MESc
Maxim N. Baranov '18 BS, '21
Jorge Barbat '89
Raphael J. C. Bardin '19
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Natalia Y. Ariza '18
Randy MacDonald Armstrong '13
Jimerson J. Asencio '19
Heidi E. Averna '22
Eduardo Avilez Vazquez '22
Chun Sun Baak '20
Jay S. Babshet '14
Rebecca Baehr '20
Michael Bajou '22
John D. Baker
Arkadeep Bandyopadhyay '21
Lisa Neki Banigo '11
Sushant P. Banjara '19 MESc
Maxim N. Baranov '18 BS, '21
Jorge Barbat '89
Raphael J. C. Bardin '19
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Under $100

Natalia Y. Ariza '18
Randy MacDonald Armstrong '13
Jimerson J. Asencio '19
Heidi E. Averna '22
Eduardo Avilez Vazquez '22
Chun Sun Baak '20
Jay S. Babshet '14
Rebecca Baehr '20
Michael Bajou '22
John D. Baker
Arkadeep Bandyopadhyay '21
Lisa Neki Banigo '11
Sushant P. Banjara '19 MESc
Maxim N. Baranov '18 BS, '21
Jorge Barbat '89
Raphael J. C. Bardin '19
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Under $100

Natalia Y. Ariza '18
Randy MacDonald Armstrong '13
Jimerson J. Asencio '19
Heidi E. Averna '22
Eduardo Avilez Vazquez '22
Chun Sun Baak '20
Jay S. Babshet '14
Rebecca Baehr '20
Michael Bajou '22
John D. Baker
Arkadeep Bandyopadhyay '21
Lisa Neki Banigo '11
Sushant P. Banjara '19 MESc
Maxim N. Baranov '18 BS, '21
Jorge Barbat '89
Raphael J. C. Bardin '19
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Under $100

Natalia Y. Ariza '18
Randy MacDonald Armstrong '13
Jimerson J. Asencio '19
Heidi E. Averna '22
Eduardo Avilez Vazquez '22
Chun Sun Baak '20
Jay S. Babshet '14
Rebecca Baehr '20
Michael Bajou '22
John D. Baker
Arkadeep Bandyopadhyay '21
Lisa Neki Banigo '11
Sushant P. Banjara '19 MESc
Maxim N. Baranov '18 BS, '21
Jorge Barbat '89
Raphael J. C. Bardin '19
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Anna Moldawa
Jared Matthew Molitoris '10
Camilo E. Monge '19
Samantha Lussiana Monge Kaser '14 BA, '20
Elliott Moreno '20
Dalina Mordn '22
Viveca Wynne Stackig Morris '15 BA, '18 MEM, '19
Thomas A. Morrison '18
Donald J. Morrissey, Jr. '22
Kahlil G. Morse '21
Ryan A. Moschitto '19
Aaron J. Moser '22
Chris Mosunic '09
Marek D. Mroz '19
Kinyumu K. Mulatya '20
Alexander C. Mullenay '22
Eric S. Muller '94
Gwyneth Muller '20
Vic Muni '17
Evelyn E. J. Murphy '22
Arjun Murthy '20
Phillip Muse
Chitra Muthumani
David W. Myers '94
Laurie Lynch Myers '95 BA
Margarita Nachevnik '16
Lizzy G. Nadai '10 BA, '18, 18 MArch
Roht Nair '17
Anya Nakhmurina
Prannoy Nambiar '19
Vibhoo Nayak '18
Charles Ndhlouv '20
Gad E. Nestel '05
Jessica M. Newman '22
Rubing Ni '22
Luke B. Nicholls '22
Hiroaki Nigo '88
Bradley J. Nixon '22
Bradley J. Nixon '22
Edna Novak '08
Ejim Nwachukwu '20 and Catherine E. Zaragoza '20
Jessica L. Nymeyer '16
Jack D. O'Connor '15
Kathleen Bradford O'Connor '85, '87 MA, '89 MPhil
Timothy Noll O'Dell '79
Thomas Martin O'Donoghue '93
Erath R. Oetter '09 BA, '17
Andrew Oh '18
Takanori C. Ohkubo '21
Chinaelo Okafor '20
Jonathan Okafor '21
Ndubisi O. Okeke '20
Emmanuel O. Olarinde '21
Evon W. Oleson '20
Daniel P. O'Reilly '14
Jon M. Ormaechea Acha '20
Adriana Carolina Ortiz '13 BA, '20
John P. O'Shea '22
Emily C. Otto '16
Nana B. Osei-Owusu '18 BA
Vijay Padmanabhan '02
Tannay N. Pai '20
Jenny Palacios '20
Lindsay B. Palazuelos '18
John R. Palfreyman '20
Ignacio Pallares Sevilla '17
Aditya S. Palnitkar
Miranda M. Palter '19
Jierong Pan '15
Yubin Pandey '16
Eugenia M. Panzeri '19
Louis S. Pappas '16
Pari Acquisitions Corporation
Stephanie L. K. Park '20
Shan Parmar '13
Anika R. Patel '22
Anupama Kareti Patel '08
Dhiren Patel '22
Andrew M. Pei '09
Carlos Pena '19
Charles Penner '86
Chris Perkins '21
Susan B. Pernia '82
Graham W. G. Picard '20
John B. Pieskic '81
L. Daniela Pimentel '22
Jeremy T. Pincus '20
Kasia Pindak Reed '03
Gabriel M. Pinto '17
Tabitha F. Plummer '22
Sam Pogosov '12
Jeff R. Pokras '04
Joe Polarus '18
Alexander M. Politakis '20
Pablo Polzer Lecuona '21
Erik Portillo '20
Manuel Portocarrero Neyra '21
Charles D. Posner '18
Jaya Venkata Sravani Potturi '22
Alexander Poukhanski '13 and Gigi Zhang '15
Tanon Pratpargorn '19
Hedy Z. Pua '00
Michael M. W. Puckett '15, '15 MEM
Jose M. Pulido '19
Joel H. Puritz '22
Mengyi Qian '20
Erica W. Qiao '20
Valentine N. Quadrat '19
Thu Ra '20
Nicholas C. Rackley '20
Jeff M. Raffoul '19
Kyle T. RAGINS '15, '15 MD
Carolyn E. Raguzin '11
Dmitry A. Rakul '18
Gokul R. Ramakrishnan '22
Rama Ramanathan Ramesh '09
Snigdha A. Rao '21
Sumana Rao '99
Ashish Rath '19
Daniel Rellaaford '22
Chenxing H. Ren '20
Xiaodong Ren '16
Jessica H. Renny '17, '17 MEM
Mark A. Reyes '98 BA, '08
Yaney Reyes '14
Gustavo Adolfo Reynoso '05
William C. Rhem '18
Daniel J. Rice
Jesse T. Rich '16
Eric E. Rivera '20
Natasha Rivera-LaButhie
William T. Roberts '18
Beau C. Robicheaux '15
Willard Jay Robinson '95
Bianca Adel Rodriguez '11 BA, '19
Monica M. Roers '93
Barbara Joan Rogers '88
Alejandra Rojas '18
Gustavo Roman '20
Natasha Rivera LaButhie
William T. Roberts '18
Beau C. Robicheaux '15
Willard Jay Robinson '95
Bianca Adel Rodriguez '11 BA, '19
Monica M. Roers '93
Barbara Joan Rogers '88
Alejandra Rojas '18
Gustavo Roman '20
Daisy S. Rosales '20
Gerardo Rosales
Adam Rose '13 and Rebecca M. Rose '12
Mitch W. Rose '16
Amy Carol Rosenberg '89
Christopher S. Ross '17
Phillip Ross '19
Andrew R. Rosseau '20
Tessa Ruben '20
Daniel T. Ruchman '80
Charles Andersen Rue '97
Mario R. Ruiz '19
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Peter J. Sjoland ‘17
Philippa Smit ‘17
Zachary W. Smith ‘22
Michael J. Snyder ‘91
Leke O. Sodipe ‘18
Joseph B. Sollitto ‘93
Joshua Lore Solomon ‘06
Giancarlo Solorzano ‘21
Michael Thomas Solotke

‘13 BS, ‘21

Griffin Z. Solot-Keh ‘19 BS
Benjamin Soltoff ‘18, ’19 MEM
Ryan Spanier
Palmer D. Sparkman, Jr. ‘95
Dimitria A. Spathakis ‘24
David A. Spett ‘14
Kathryn Spiess ‘11 MSN, ‘20
Curtis Leslie Spraitz ‘79
Julie Sprigga ‘91
Rohan Srim ‘19

Ingrid R. Stubb ‘99
Ehen Stanhope ‘17
Michael Stanley ‘17
Laura R. Steiner ‘91
Eleni Steinman ‘18
Tiziana C. Stifano Hernandez ‘22
Stephen Stolzenberg ‘21
Hannah E. Stonebraker ‘20
Pascal R. Su ‘22
Andrea N. Sugano ‘20

Ankita P. Sukthankar ‘22
Samit Sultan ‘22
Bo Yang Sun ‘20
Xiangjie Sun ‘17

Joel Surdykowski ‘83
Andrea Suriano Simoncini ‘19
Ryohei Suzuki ‘20
Alexandra Sweeney ‘22
Julie Swedlow ‘07 BA, ‘11
Victoria Harding Swedlow ‘89
Jo-Anne Szoke ‘86
Cheri Tan ‘13
Phonkrit Tanavisarut ‘20
Scott C. Tangen

Elizabeth P. Tatkov ‘11
Melanie S. Taub ‘22, ‘22 MPH and
Max C. Filgnor ‘23
Naomi Taylor ‘99 BS, ‘08
Paul N. Terdal ‘99
Denis A. Tereb ‘15
Kylie James Theodore ‘95
Kristine A. Therian ‘09
Claude B. Thomas ‘84, ’84 MDiv
Sarah L. Thompson ‘21
Lucian T. Tiopan ‘13

Lokehs Todi ‘14
Trent E. Tolley ‘16
Diana C. Toma ‘20
Jaime F. Totti ‘09 BA, ‘20
Amy C. Tourgee ‘20
Yen J. Tran ‘22
Wesley L. Truong ‘22
John Tsantakis ‘17
Carol Tso ‘18
Matthew Toshiro Tsugawa ‘05

John Turner ‘20
Richard B. Tweedy ‘20
Kimberly Ueyama ‘16
Kelechi H. Umoga ‘22, ‘22 MD
Guillermo Valdez ‘22
Tyler S. van Leeuwen ‘14 and
Marissa Galizia ‘15, ’15 MEM

Rolando J. Vega ‘20
Alexander J. Velaise ‘20
Pradeep A. Venkatesh ‘22
Corey Vernot
Olivier Viel ‘19
Alexis Edward Vikmanis ‘07
Patra Virasathinepkorn ‘20
Anh Vu ‘20
Nasir Farid Wajihuddin ‘89
Matt Savage Walterson III ‘78
Ada Wan ‘14
Chris Y. Wang ‘19
Fangfei Wang ‘21
Francis Wang ‘15
Jiayu Wang ‘21
Li Wei Wang ‘20
Nathan Wang ‘21
Weiyu Wang ‘20
Xinzhi Wang ‘19
Zhuojun Wang ‘21
Zilong Wang ‘16
Kjell Magne Wangensteen

‘01 BA, ‘07
Rachel R. Warne
Grayson E. Warrick ‘23
Peter N. Wassarman ‘91
Lillian G. Wasvary ‘05
David A. Wayne ‘18
Ashton Robert Webb ‘12
Angie Y. Wei ‘20
Jiaqi Wei ‘21
Susan C. Wei ‘71 BA, ‘88 PhD
Mike Weinberg
Douglas J. Weinrib ‘21
Wendy Ellen Weisman ‘10
William Wen ‘98
Parker D. Werline ‘20
Daniel L. Westerhol ‘15
Sigmund Westerlund ‘97
Nicole Y. Whang ‘22
Christina A. Whatley ‘19
Daniel Niles Whitcombe

‘12 BA, ‘20
Matthew H. White ‘15, ’15 MArch
Lance Wiggs ‘98
Roger Wilhelmi
Jason M. Williams ‘16
Maxim Dinh-Hoan Nguyen
Wilson ‘12 BA, ‘20
Judith B. Winitzer ‘05
Eliza B. Winters ‘87 BA, ‘93
Anthony R. Wion ‘99
Grant Wisehaupt ‘22
Charles W. Wolfraim ‘20
Jordan E. Wool ‘20
Jonathan E. Wong ‘20
Sin Yip Wong ‘22
Laura A. Wood ‘21
Jeffrey Woodward ‘14, ’14 MEM
Catherine Wu ‘17
Jay Cheng ‘19
Lin Wu ‘04
Pengbo Wu ‘20

Rhonna Wu ‘22
Katherine Xia ‘22
Lee Xie ‘16
Yan Xing ‘21
Justin Xu ‘18
Zemin Xu ‘18
Charles Y. Xue ‘15 MPhil, ’17
Jianyu Yang ‘16
Jingcan Yang ‘19 MS
Wendy Y. Yang ‘22
Maxim Yazarov ‘21
Minhui Ye ‘20
Steven Yearwood
Ruojuan Yu ‘20
Alice N. Yuan ‘22
Daniel C. Zaglam ‘22
Yong Zang ‘22
Christopher Zappi ‘14
Tarek M. Zarad ‘15
Molly Michelle Zell ‘07 BA, ‘16
Daozhang Zhao ‘20
Zhang Zhang ‘16
Jack Q. Zhao ‘14 BS, ‘20
Mary Zhao ‘20
Peng Zheng ‘01
Sallyann Zhou ‘20
Xiapeng Zhou ‘20
Yunchong Zhou ‘21
Xiaoyu Zhu ‘17
Santiago Zinell ‘19, ’19 MEM
Stan Zmachynski ‘17
Melanie A. Zook ‘22
Nicolas A. Zuvia ‘22
Anonymous (140)
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Max C. Flignor ‘23
Lin Wu ‘04
Jiacheng Wu ‘19
Jeffrey Woodward ‘14, ’14 MEM
Laura A. Wood ‘21
Jonathan E. Wong ‘20
Charles W. Wolfram ‘20
Grant Wisehaupt ‘22
Anthony R. Wion ‘99
Grant Wisehaupt ‘22
Charles W. Wolfraim ‘20
Jordan E. Wool ‘20
Jonathan E. Wong ‘20
Sin Yip Wong ‘22
Laura A. Wood ‘21
Jeffrey Woodward ‘14, ’14 MEM
Catherine Wu ‘17
Jay Cheng ‘19
Lin Wu ‘04
Pengbo Wu ‘20

Rhonna Wu ‘22
Katherine Xia ‘22
Lee Xie ‘16
Yan Xing ‘21
Justin Xu ‘18
Zemin Xu ‘18
Charles Y. Xue ‘15 MPhil, ’17
Jianyu Yang ‘16
Jingcan Yang ‘19 MS
Wendy Y. Yang ‘22
Maxim Yazarov ‘21
Minhui Ye ‘20
Steven Yearwood
Ruojuan Yu ‘20
Alice N. Yuan ‘22
Daniel C. Zaglam ‘22
Yong Zang ‘22
Christopher Zappi ‘14
Tarek M. Zarad ‘15
Molly Michelle Zell ‘07 BA, ‘16
Daozhang Zhao ‘20
Zhang Zhang ‘16
Jack Q. Zhao ‘14 BS, ‘20
Mary Zhao ‘20
Peng Zheng ‘01
Sallyann Zhou ‘20
Xiapeng Zhou ‘20
Yunchong Zhou ‘21
Xiaoyu Zhu ‘17
Santiago Zinell ‘19, ’19 MEM
Stan Zmachynski ‘17
Melanie A. Zook ‘22
Nicolas A. Zuvia ‘22
Anonymous (140)
2022–2023

ALUMNI FUND HONOR ROLL

This honor roll recognizes all new gifts and pledge payments made to the Yale SOM Alumni Fund between July 1, 2022, and June 30, 2023. As a financially self-sufficient Yale professional school, Yale SOM relies on the Alumni Fund to provide crucial current-use resources each year for strategic priorities and new initiatives, and to address urgent needs of the school.

CLASS OF 1978
Participation: 66.6%
Class Agent: Jonathan Fitch

Partners Circle
Pamela A. Farr L
Innovators Circle
Susan Biel Kerley L
Stewards Circle
Kenneth H. Colburn L
James A. Firestone L
James E. Goulka L
Claudia Gourdon L
Catherine B. Lanier L
Henry D. Lanier L

Supporting Gifts
Bruce B. Bingham
Craig I. Coit

CLASS OF 1979
Participation: 91.4%
Class Agent: Ruth McMullin

Investors Circle
Ellis B. Jones
Ruth R. McMullin L
Anonymous (2)
Stewards Circle
Bob C. Donegan L
Darlene Meskell L
Timothy Wood Powell L
John M. Pratt, Jr.
Nancy L. Raybin L

Supporting Gifts
Julia Bergeron
John W. Byrd L
Adelle M. Demko
Alexander Ellis III L
Sally Foskett L
Suzanne L. Gooch L
John Hanway, III
Lawrence C. Heller L
Elizabeth S. Hokada L
David H. Hughes, Jr. L
Martha N. Johnson L
Mark A. Porter L
Robert Sparky Millikin L
Jane C. Porter L
Murem S. Sharpe L
Toyohiko Shimada L
Richard Tavelli L
Barbara Bauman Tyran L
Stephen Murray Wood L
M. Gail Woodward
Thomas E. Zacharias L
Victoria L. Zelin L

CLASS OF 1980
Participation: 48.3%
Class Agent: Edwin A. Moss

Investors Circle
Samornmitr P. Lamsam
Austin Ligon
Daniel S. O’Connell L
Betsy R. Pace L
William B. Pace L

Innovators Circle
Frederic L. Bloch L
Karl Essig L

Supporting Gifts
Melissa Ashabranner L
Stewart Michael Bates L
Robin Lynn Brenner L
Linda Burke L
Jim H. Chambers L
Colin W. Dunn
Elizabeth A. Eismeier L
Lynn A. Farrar
Heidi A. Fieldston L
Laurie A. Goodman L
Susan Gutchess L
W. Stephen Harty L
Cynthia Albert Link L
Edwin A. Moss L
H. Gregory Platts
Melanie Ray L
Rosemary L. Ripley L
M. Kimberly Rupert
Paul A. Stephens L
Jennifer G. Trainor L
Toddy Torrance Turrentine

CLASS OF 1981
Participation: 53.4%
Class Agents: Lise Pfeiffer Chapman, Joellyn Gray, David Krimm, Louis Martarano

Partners Circle
Edward J. De La Rosa
Peter F. Gerrity L
Investors Circle
Michael R. Eisensorn L
Thomas Halsey L
Fellows Circle
Richard F. Conway L
Stewards Circle
Marian R. Chertow L
Amy J. Goldman L
Terilyn A. Henderson L
Jeffrey Howell
Deana D. Kizer L
Patrick J. Landers L
Susan Cunningham Landers L
Matthew L. Nemerson L
John L. Resor L

Supporting Gifts
Ayis Antoniou L
Joan Ruth Ka. Baumann L
Stephen M. Bookbinder L
Wickham A. Boyle L
Steven A. Carpes L
Andrew M. Chapman L
Lise P. Chapman L
Fayre J. Crossley L

Suzanne C. Francis
Gail M. Katz L
Karen L. Moore L
Peter R. Watkins L
Katherine E. Snowden
Marc Bateman L
Joel D. Brill L
Thomas T. Gage L
Hayes L
John Karr L
James N. Levitt L
David C. Patch L
Matthew A. Riklin
John S. Robinson L
Melissa A. S. Eismeier L
Lynn A. Farrar
Heidi A. Fieldston L
Laurie A. Goodman L
Susan Gutchess L
W. Stephen Harty L
Cynthia Albert Link L
Edwin A. Moss L
H. Gregory Platts
Melanie Ray L
Rosemary L. Ripley L
M. Kimberly Rupert
Paul A. Stephens L
Jennifer G. Trainor L
Toddy Torrance Turrentine

CLASS OF 1982
Participation: 43.1%
Class Agent Needed

Partners Circle
Hugh D. Sullivan
Investors Circle
Teresa Clare Barger
Nancy E. Pfund
Innovators Circle
Tim C. Collins
Marc D. Daudon L
Frederick O. Terrell
Stewards Circle
Joaquin Avila L
David W. Barnard L
Stewart A. Halpern L
Gail M. Harrity L
Clark B. Herring L
Thomas R. Jacob L
Betsy Jewett
Patrice M. Pitts L
Supporting Gifts
Daniel H. Ball
Elizabeth T. Bates L
Marnie C. Bodek L
Cynthia P. Cobbs
William R. De Jonge
Michael P. Dowling L
Barbara S. Fisher L
Sally Jean Fox
Amy P. Ginsburg L
Meryl Beth Gold L
Howard E. Grace L
William S. Jarratt, Jr.
Timothy D. Knowles L
Steven M. Lyons L
Marilin Martin Mark L
Barbara Jo Pease L
Judith W. Pendell L
Susan B. Pernia
Nancy J. Phillips L
James B. Query L
Judy F. Samuelson L
Janice N. Seeler L
Melissa M. Stone L
Christopher B. Swenson

David M. Crowe L
David L. Dodson L
Sue Dorsey L
Richard B. Floyd
Joellyn K. Gray L
Michael J. Greenwald L
Jane T. Hart
Edward A. Hirs III
Rudolf A. Hokanson L
Richard Hugh Hunt, Jr. L
Michael R. Jacobson L
David R. Krimm L
Paul E. Ladd L
Allison Hopfield Lifland
Jan P. Lisa L
William P. Madden
Margaret Q. Maddin
Louis A. Martarano L
Donald F. May L
Ellen K. Mayock
Marvin R. Monk
Julio Rivera, Jr.
Andrea Sehl L
Clare E. Sheridan L

CLASS OF 1983
Participation: 52.8%

CLASS OF 1984
Participation: 56.6%

CLASS OF 1985
Participation: 67.2%

CLASS OF 1986
Participation: 61.6%

CLASS OF 1987
Participation: 55.5%

CLASS OF 1988
Participation: 54.4%

CLASS OF 1989
Participation: 52.5%

CLASS OF 1990
Participation: 50.1%

CLASS OF 1991
Participation: 47.6%

CLASS OF 1992
Participation: 45.3%

CLASS OF 1993
Participation: 43.0%

CLASS OF 1994
Participation: 40.7%

CLASS OF 1995
Participation: 38.5%

CLASS OF 1996
Participation: 36.9%

CLASS OF 1997
Participation: 35.3%

CLASS OF 1998
Participation: 33.7%

CLASS OF 1999
Participation: 31.9%

CLASS OF 2000
Participation: 29.6%

CLASS OF 2001
Participation: 27.3%

CLASS OF 2002
Participation: 24.9%

CLASS OF 2003
Participation: 22.6%

CLASS OF 2004
Participation: 20.9%

CLASS OF 2005
Participation: 19.3%

CLASS OF 2006
Participation: 17.8%

CLASS OF 2007
Participation: 16.5%

CLASS OF 2008
Participation: 15.2%

CLASS OF 2009
Participation: 14.0%

CLASS OF 2010
Participation: 12.9%

CLASS OF 2011
Participation: 11.8%

CLASS OF 2012
Participation: 10.8%

CLASS OF 2013
Participation: 9.9%

CLASS OF 2014
Participation: 9.1%

CLASS OF 2015
Participation: 8.4%

CLASS OF 2016
Participation: 7.8%

CLASS OF 2017
Participation: 7.3%

CLASS OF 2018
Participation: 6.9%

CLASS OF 2019
Participation: 6.4%

CLASS OF 2020
Participation: 5.9%

CLASS OF 2021
Participation: 5.5%

CLASS OF 2022
Participation: 5.1%

CLASS OF 2023
Participation: 4.7%

Participation: 4.3%

Participation: 3.9%

Participation: 3.5%

Participation: 3.1%

Participation: 2.7%

Participation: 2.3%

Participation: 1.9%

Participation: 1.5%

Participation: 1.1%

Participation: 0.7%

Participation: 0.3%
CLASS OF 1983

Participation: 73.5%

Class Agent: Charles Zelle

Partners Circle
Richard L. Kaufman
William F. Draper
Rob A. Bettigole
Maud S. Daudon
Thomas Getterin
Katherine Gross
Judy Lynn Hu
Francis Lauricella, Jr.
Catherine H. Smith
Charles A. Zelle

Fellows Circle
Robert S. Frisch
Whitney Hatch
James P. Kelley
Amie C. Knox
Jeffrey S. Kuras
Lucy E. LaPier
Brian L. Kemerer
Judith Gregory
Mayumi Fukui
Wendy J. Fuchs
Jane J. Fisher
Paula Dickerman
Martin S. Cohen
Tanya S. Czernuk
Susan M. Cohen
Kristina Ann Curtis
Deborah Delany
Paula Dickerman
Jane J. Fisher
Wendy J. Fuchs
Mayumi Fukui
Judith Gregory
Daryl Juran
Brian L. Kemerer
Glenn Stuart Koorhan
Lucy E. LaPier
Matthew Degen Levy
Elena Lilis
Judith Paine McBrien
Peter B. McChesney
Mary E. McCormack
Gerard M. Mooney
Andrew A. Nat, Jr.

CLASS OF 1984

Participation: 41.7%

Class Agent: Carol Lovell

Supporting Gifts
Lisa J. Adams
Susan A. Blanker
Lewis C. Bowers II
Kathryn E. Cade
Susan L. Caughman
Tanya Czernuk
Martin S. Cohen
Kristina Ann Curtis
Deborah Delany
Paula Dickerman
Jane J. Fisher
Wendy J. Fuchs
Mayumi Fukui
Judith Gregory
Daryl Juran
Brian L. Kemerer
Glenn Stuart Koorhan
Lucy E. LaPier
Matthew Degen Levy
Elena Lilis
Judith Paine McBrien
Peter B. McChesney
Mary E. McCormack
Gerard M. Mooney
Andrew A. Nat, Jr.

CLASS OF 1985

Participation: 46.1%

Class Agent: Emilia Walker

Supporting Gifts
Lisa J. Adams
Susan A. Blanker
Lewis C. Bowers II
Kathryn E. Cade
Susan L. Caughman
Tanya Czernuk
Martin S. Cohen
Kristina Ann Curtis
Deborah Delany
Paula Dickerman
Jane J. Fisher
Wendy J. Fuchs
Mayumi Fukui
Judith Gregory
Daryl Juran
Brian L. Kemerer
Glenn Stuart Koorhan
Lucy E. LaPier
Matthew Degen Levy
Elena Lilis
Judith Paine McBrien
Peter B. McChesney
Mary E. McCormack
Gerard M. Mooney
Andrew A. Nat, Jr.

Yale SOM Alumni Fund Dean's Society

Business & Society Circle

SOM Loyal
Donors for 3 consecutive years or more

Deceased

Every effort has been made to ensure the accuracy of our report. However, if you are acknowledged incorrectly or omitted, please accept our apologies and contact sarab.kroon@yale.edu so that we can correct our records.
CLASS OF 1986 (continued)

Supporting Gifts
Elizabeth A. Barrett
Beate Klein Becker
Nan M. Birdwhistell
Gerald Steven Brown
Catherine Chute
James S. Collins
Raymond M. Daffner
Steven O. Denne
Joseph Donohue
Joseph D. Downing
Katherine Anne Downs
John H. Ellis II
Arturo Gonzalez-Arquieta
Henry E. Hooper
Laraine Balk Hope
Martha Smith Lawless
Ron Lubash
Andrea Baumann Lustig
Scott D. Margolis
Trisha E. Meili
Judith Bram Murphy
Julie E. Richman
Ann S. Rolett
Martha Rose
Jonathan B. Rubin
Jonathan Schechter
Scott R. Sklar
Jo-Anne Szoke
Joan L. Tabachnick
James A. Tholen
Cathy Lynn Van Dyke
Diane S. Westerback

Bruce Paul Bybee
Chun Chan
Thomas L. Cheney
Tom Coogan
Eileen M. DesRosiers
Patricia J. Finkelman
Sandra D. Flood
Jose Luis Frias-Perez
David C. A. Gaebler
Noah F. Gans-Pfister
Michael Heurtvant
Ikiyo Hioki
Naomi Urata Joy
J. Christopher Keewil
Haru Kaito
Bryna W. Kranzler
R. Parker MacDonnell
Eugene L. Mahar
Robin Anne Manna
Lizabeth S. Maynard
E. Willa Moore
Susan Berfeld Neckes
Walter C. Ogier
Eric Jay Olinger
Leslie A. Pascaud
Naomi Goodman Press
Jonathan B. Propp
Randy E. Steinberg
Elizabeth D. Skinner
Ellen C. Skinner
Hiromi Takayama
Stuart A. Tamny
Vita Wells
Peters D. Willson

CLASS OF 1987
Participation: 40.5%
Class Agent: Dawn Alexander

Business & Society Circle
John H. Augustine
M. Barton Waring

Investors Circle
Christina Codo

Innovators Circle
Matthew Broder
David B. Master
Jeffrey Lee Schwartz

Fellows Circle
Bruce N. Davis
Robert E. Hutchinson, Jr.
Vishal N. Jain
Jean F. Thompson
Laura R. Walker

Stewards Circle
Fabo Aversa
Jill Goan Bauman
Matthew G. Czeplewicz
Maryann Dillon
John T. Hartwell
Thomas J. Holmberg, Jr.
Victor Hsu
Shigeru Ishii
Eric D. Schorr
Nicholas T. Walker
William E. Zuercher

Supporting Gifts
Dawn C. Alexander
Karl A. Beard
George Clair Burwell III

Louise J. Dube
Samuel Ernest Enfield III
Elise Rachel Eplan
Peter Graydon Garlid
Daniel James Hall
Eva M. Hassett
Jenny W. Healey
Keith R. Herrmann
Patricia J. Hines
Robert Vincent Issoue II
Thomas A. Jones, Jr.
Elizabeth Daphne Kempner
Nancy Diane Knohoozlen
Robert F. Knuth
Jeffrey B. Lissack
Edmund V. Ludwig, Jr.
Andrea J. Lukens
Victor Joseph Melfi II
Hiroaki Nigo
Patricia Mary Nolan
Jonathan Quentin Ogle
Catherine D. Onyemuluke
Alexander Trimble Pierpont
Roger L. Pollak
Lee Prisament
Rosa Maria Richardson
Paul J. Ruchinskas
Victoria McClure Stoneman
Conrado Carlos TerrazasCross
Laura Lee Tully
Anil Kumar Upadhyay

CLASS OF 1989
Participation: 34.1%
Class Agent: Dennis Scannell, Jr.

Chairs Circle
Adam Matthew Blumenthal

Partners Circle
Y. Michele Kang

Innovators Circle
Togbe Afede XIV
Raymond Chit Man Chia
Robert C. Katter
Derek S. Wang

Stewards Circle
David Charles Chenok
Katherine E. Chenok
Laura Jeanne Drachman
Karen Beth Hermelin
John W.P. Holt
Robert Leighton
John E. McDermott
Doug E. Paxton
Cris J. Ross
Sudhir M. Shah
Denise Benou Stires
Mary Helen Wissemann
Helene S. York

Supporting Gifts
Barbara Ellen Andrews
Bryon Swanson Barlow
Kerry Susan Boulian
Gregory T. Camp
Cheryl Ann Casciani
Nancy McKaig Case
Richard Hsu-Tih Chow

James Edward Hunt, Jr.
Dianne P. Hurley
Karen Lee Jones
Mark D. Klebanoff
Valerie K. Laedlein
Raquel Luisa Lizzaraga
Sylvia M. Lopez
Letitia F. Lowe
Nadim Fadel Matta
Matthew K. McCreight
Lisa Olivetti McGahan
Robert Carl McPhillips
Dawn Y. Mori
Robert Michael Mosley
Alexander Palmer Moss
Anthony Hector Perna
Susan Phinney Silver
Amy Carol Rosenstein
Martha S. Ryan
Christopher L. Santella
Jane F. Savage
Jenifer Wilson Sinek
Audrey N. Slade
Amy Solas
Valerie C. Ventre-Hutton

CLASS OF 1990
Participation: 40.8%
Class Agent Needed

Business & Society Circle
Jeffrey William Schroeder
Partners Circle
Richard K. Freedman
Stephen Knight
Julien R. Mininberg

Investors Circle
Paul D. Bell
Brad Huang

Innovators Circle
Michael B. Nathanson

Fellows Circle
Lauren Blum
Paul Gallagher
Christine Madigan

Stewards Circle
Kristin A. Bass
Charles Denison Brennan
John Charles Caparuccio
John W. Florshiem
Hiroshi Jinno
Michael I. McLaughlin
Jeffrey Weightman Potter
John K. Silver
Andrew G. Tully

Supporting Gifts
Sarah A. Aikenhead
Lawrence B. Altman
Amie Elizabeth Batson
Joseph L.Y. Chan
Curtis S. Chin
Allison Coleman
Katherine L. Frey
Sherry Mandelbaum Halperin
Aimee Hamilton
Peter D. Hartzell
Rebecca Marie Jacobs
Sarah Cho Jhin
Takashi Kambe
Jill Goldsmith
Susan Cho Jhin

Business & Society Circle
Jeffrey William Schroeder
Partners Circle
Richard K. Freedman
Stephen Knight
Julien R. Mininberg

Investors Circle
Paul D. Bell
Brad Huang

Innovators Circle
Michael B. Nathanson

Fellows Circle
Lauren Blum
Paul Gallagher
Christine Madigan

Stewards Circle
Kristin A. Bass
Charles Denison Brennan
John Charles Caparuccio
John W. Florshiem
Hiroshi Jinno
Michael I. McLaughlin
Jeffrey Weightman Potter
John K. Silver
Andrew G. Tully

Supporting Gifts
Sarah A. Aikenhead
Lawrence B. Altman
Amie Elizabeth Batson
Joseph L.Y. Chan
Curtis S. Chin
Allison Coleman
Katherine L. Frey
Sherry Mandelbaum Halperin
Aimee Hamilton
Peter D. Hartzell
Rebecca Marie Jacobs
Susan Cho Jhin
Takashi Kambe
Jill Goldsmith
Susan Cho Jhin

Business & Society Circle
Jeffrey William Schroeder
Partners Circle
Richard K. Freedman
Stephen Knight
Julien R. Mininberg

Investors Circle
Paul D. Bell
Brad Huang

Innovators Circle
Michael B. Nathanson

Fellows Circle
Lauren Blum
Paul Gallagher
Christine Madigan

Stewards Circle
Kristin A. Bass
Charles Denison Brennan
John Charles Caparuccio
John W. Florshiem
Hiroshi Jinno
Michael I. McLaughlin
Jeffrey Weightman Potter
John K. Silver
Andrew G. Tully

Supporting Gifts
Sarah A. Aikenhead
Lawrence B. Altman
Amie Elizabeth Batson
Joseph L.Y. Chan
Curtis S. Chin
Allison Coleman
Katherine L. Frey
Sherry Mandelbaum Halperin
Aimee Hamilton
Peter D. Hartzell
Rebecca Marie Jacobs
Susan Cho Jhin
Takashi Kambe
Jill Goldsmith
Susan Cho Jhin
CLASS OF 1993 (continued)

Daniel H. Hudnut
David R. Jefferson
Hedi T. Katz
Richard G. Kidd
Ann Joo Kim
Mark A. Koenig
Lars A. Kry
Patrick A. Luther
Katherine Magill
Ann E. Manikas
Hiroaki Nitsuma
Karl W. Nolin
John M. Norwood
R. Scott Poirier
Peter W. Regen
Elizabeth Thompson Serlemitsos
Bradford K. Smith
John Alan Steinert
Richard A. Sturges
Peter L. Swanson
Mary E. Taber
Ruth Taylor Kidd
Robert Linas Tirva
Fernando Miguel Vian
David Delos Walker
Robin L. Weintraub
Sonya H. H. Wen
Eliza B. Winters
Anonymous (2)

CLASS OF 1994

Participation: 32.9%
Class Agent: John Glass

Partners Circle
David Hui Li
Kevin Yi Zhang

Investors Circle
Mina K. Choo

Innovators Circle
John S. Glass

Fellows Circle
Jane E. Wiest
Anonymous

Stewards Circle
Christopher C. Kim
Roselyn M. Romberg
Jodi Roth Wasserstein

Supporting Gifts
Kathleen Q. Adams
S. Shuja Ali
Kim P. Bohen
Lee D. Clein
Rufus Putnam Coes III
Denise A. deFiebre
William C. Everett
Steven Fazo
Roger L. Fenningdorf
Gable F. Gao
Douglas P. Giles
Natalie Green Giles
Sara A. Gottesman
Edward W.M. Hampton
Gayle G. Hayden
Igor Helekali
Tashia Hinchcliffe
Lorraine M. Hotz
Thomas J. Jenkin
Peter T. Jun
Kumar R. Kanthan
Timothy L. Kwong
Maria B. Lloyd
Amy Mullen Luster
Patricia D. Lydon
Diana B. Manchester-Barrett
Dipika M. Matthias
Marcus A. Matthias
Jo A. Monell
Michael W. Murphy
Andy S. Nakahata
Alexander X. Navarrete
Larry R. Posner
Michael P. Quigley
Matthew J. Siegel
Fengiz Surty
Hiroki Tsudo
John M. Verrochi, Jr.
Robert J. Willett
Karen M. Wing
Kenji Yanagisawa
Tuff Yen
Anonymous (2)

CLASS OF 1995

Participation: 34.8%
Class Agents: Jeffrey Feldman, Andy Pfaff

Partners Circle
Arthur Mizne
Tashia Hinchcliffe
Lorraine M. Hotz
Thomas J. Jenkin
Peter T. Jun
Kumar R. Kanthan
Timothy L. Kwong
Maria B. Lloyd
Amy Mullen Luster
Patricia D. Lydon
Diana B. Manchester-Barrett
Dipika M. Matthias
Marcus A. Matthias
Jo A. Monell
Michael W. Murphy
Andy S. Nakahata
Alexander X. Navarrete
Larry R. Posner
Michael P. Quigley
Matthew J. Siegel
Fengiz Surty
Hiroki Tsudo
John M. Verrochi, Jr.
Robert J. Willett
Karen M. Wing
Kenji Yanagisawa
Tuff Yen
Anonymous (2)
CLASS OF 1996
Participation: 33.0%
Class Agent: Paul Keenan
Chairs Circle
Betty Wen-hi Hung L
Wayne Zhang L
Partners Circle
Raymond N. Chang L
Investors Circle
Ruth Landsberg Suzman
Robin H. Mendelson L
Innovators Circle
Yogesh V. Borkar L
Douglas C. Borthwick L
Kent E. Radspinner L
Carlos J. Vara Alonso
Fellows Circle
Lucinda Chapman Benn L
Heidi C. Pearson L
Lewis J. Pearlson L
Erik M. Wohlgemuth L
Stewards Circle
Christopher L. Francizio L
Elizabeth A. Frankel L
Cari David Graves L
Diana W. Huang L
Paul T. Keenan L
Nik Khakie L
Alfredo Vara Alonso L
Supporting Gifts
Laura Fiorentino Alonzo
George Alexandre Barnett L
William J. Beausoleil L
Joy Maria Behrens L
Thomas Henry Blair III L
Eugene B. Buck L
Martin J. Chang L
Ronald C. Cherry L
Ian Davey L
Jennifer Chandler Dolan L
Natsuo Eguchi L
Elliot Frolichstein-Appel L
Caroline Neil Gentile L
Nathan Russell Harrington L
Stanley W. Jackson, Jr. L
Amanda B. Joseph
Christine Chen Lee
Patricia Louise Lennon
Michelle Ying Liu L
Christopher C. Lotspeich L
Sunil T. Manarog L
Alec Menikoff L
Aamer Mumtaz L
Lewis R. Nash
Sarah Sutcliffe Peterson L
Kelli Roiter L
D. Grant Roy II L
Keith B. Ruark L
Kristin L. Ruark L
Maya Marietta Sarda
Noreen A. Shugrue L
Kirsten P. Sicuranza L
Gary Jay Sosinsky
Andrew John Spears L
Chang Su L
Michael W. Toffel
Eric William van Gestel L
Douglas J. Wheat L
Bracken John White L
Susannah Wise

CLASS OF 1997
Participation: 32.1%
Class Agent: Amy Bevilacqua
Chairs Circle
Jack Ling L
Partners Circle
Leon Meng L
Sally Lihong Shan L
Paula J. Volent
Investors Circle
Renato Miranda Mazzucchelli L
Wendi Murdoch
Innovators Circle
Jeffrey G. Chen L
Fellows Circle
Robert W. Davis L
Cameron M. Hewes L
Stewards Circle
May Mei-Yin Chen
Frances M. DeSouza L
Ginger Huang Dietrich L
Richard Dietrich L
John L. Fogg L
Wayne Anthony Jones L
William T. Lee L
Christian Andreas Sanft L
James B. Schroder L
Sridhar Tallapragada
Supporting Gifts
Emarly Carlaine Aronson
Lyron L. Bentovim L
Amy M. Bevilacqua L
Sugata Bivas
Michael Shiao-Cheng Chen L
Philip Edward Clippinger
Karl Friedrich Evert L
Robert Michael Fountain
John W. Garofano II
John T. Gillum
Michele L. Goldberg
Eric Jon Green L
Joseph David Hammer L
Shogo Hashiba L
Jeanne Michelle Hegner L
Daryl Scott Hodgkinson L
Sarah F. Hughes L
Namrita Kapur L
Raj Makam L
Barbara Lanhoso Mattos L
Mangesh S. Mulgaonkar
Laura C. Norwalk
Peter Pekarek-Kostka L
Troy A. Resch L
Jill C. Schlager L
Faraz Shooshan L
Preeti Sinha
Tetsuo Someya L
David Ward Spell
Tolan Doak Steele L
David B. Stein
Susan S. Stuard
Kentarou Sugawa L
Donal M. Toole L
Daryl D. Twitchell L
A. Quincy Vale L
Polly Robbins White L
Yusuke Yasokawa L
Peter Lawrence Yolles L
Teresa E. Yueh L

CLASS OF 1998
Participation: 34.6%
Class Agent: Phil Plottel
Chairs Circle
Timothy A. Alexander L
Investors Circle
Shaomo Guo L
William S. Steele III L
Innovators Circle
Christopher D. Layton L
Philip B. Plottel L
Fellows Circle
Sven Ememaa L
Paul Sheehan L
Fangqiu F. Shi L
Gabriella Taylor L
Stewards Circle
Michelle R. Agnew L
Paul P. Allerhand L
Andrew T. Dietz L
Rajan Goel L
Christine G. Hamm L
Megan R. Hammond L
Alexander B. Jacobs L
Vera Kuzyk L
Sarena S. Lin L
James Lu L
Elliot E. Mainzer L
Sarah Davis Priest L
Thomas A. Priest L
Che M. Tsai L
Josh S. Weissner L
Joshua L. Wright L
Yi-Fang Yen
Supporting Gifts
Anjali Apte
Anupam Bhargava
Ross S. Bielak L
Rachel L. Bluestein
Jonathan M. Brady
Winnie M. Chu L
Roger B. Coulter L
Laszlo Csuti
Matthew J. Eldridge L
Spencer T. Farrar L
Jill A. Fletcher L
Nikhil K. Gera
Kenneth R. Hake L
Robin F. Halsband
Diane E. Havlinke
Hyun Seok Hwang L
Ramon S. Jacobson L
Yue Jin L
Jed E. Kalkstein L
Josy I. A. Koumans L
Karen M. Levy L
Cherie C. Lim L
Paige E. MacLean
Kathryn A. Mathias L
Jennifer C. Miles L
Mubashar A. Parvez L
Henry J. Rauch L
Spencer J. Reynolds, Jr. L
Douglas D. Smith L

Yale SOM Alumni Fund Dean’s Society

Business & Society Circle $100,000+
Chairs Circle $50,000–$99,999
Partners Circle $25,000–$49,999
Investors Circle $10,000–$24,999
Innovators Circle $5,000–$9,999
Fellows Circle $2,500–$4,999
Stewards Circle $1,000–$2,499
Associates Circle $500–$999
(Recent graduates, Classes of 2019–2022)

L SOM Loyal
Donors for 3 consecutive years or more

Deceased

Every effort has been made to ensure the accuracy of our report. However, if you are acknowledged incorrectly or omitted, please accept our apologies and contact sara.kroon@yale.edu so that we can correct our records.

Donors and Volunteers Honor Roll
CLASS OF 1998
(continued)

Konstantine Sofer
Rachel A. Stein
Rebecca S. Steikoff L
Kristine L. Tanno L
Carol Z. Ting
Richard L. Truong L
Christine Vaughan L
Ellen B. Weinreb L
Edward M. Woo L
Kurt A. Wurthmann L
Fei Yung L
Xiaorang Zheng L
Ying Julia Zhu L
Anonymous (2)

CLASS OF 1999
Participation: 37.8%
Class Agent: Jennifer Zoga

Partners Circle
Santino Blumetti L
Brian H. Gu L
Sam Oh L

Investors Circle
Raul Martinez-Ostos Jaye L
Deryck K. O L

Innovators Circle
Laszlo Bock L
Fangfang Chen L
John E. Cogan L
Bridgekett Perry L

Fellows Circle
Kashif S. Ahmad L
Aaron P. Albright L
Corey M. Jassem L
Chander Nijhon L

Stewards Circle
Jami S. Axelrod L
Curt Bailey L
Timothy W. Clew L
Armando F. Gutierrez L
Vikas Jain L

Walter Jinhyong Kang
Yan I. Kang
Lawrence C. Lee L
Juliana Park L
Brian T. Pinski L
Andrew Robertson L
Susan Cunningham Landers L
Satyavrat Shukla L
Zheng J. Wang L
Jennifer N. Zoga L

Supporting Gifts
Andrea N. Beck
Beth Berman Weisheiler L
Dean W. Blackman L
Amber B. Blaha L
James L. Chou
Smita Dutta L
Stephen F. Dyott L
Tim C. Fritzinger L
Patrick J. Fry
Kelly Grady
Mary A. Gridder L
Charlie B. Haims L
David M. Hammarley L
Tong Han L

Nelson A. Hardigg L
Robert D. Howard L

Amanda H. Hutson L
John Hutson L
James M. Joy L
Stephen J. Kelleher, Jr. L
Helen H. Kellogg
Gloria S. Lee L
Simon J. Leopold L
Leo K. Ma L
Qiang Kevin Ma L
Jason S. Makler
Rebecca A. Martin L
Rachel M. Matney L
Rebecca Bell Miller L
Robert E. Pousanis III L
James A. Robertson L
Joseph M. Scheidler L
Michael J. Shonborn L
Ingrid R. Stabb
Jodi Stanton L
Eric E. Vernon L
Allison Weaver L
Anthony R. Wion
Frank T. Wrenn III L
W. Henry Yang L
Daniel A. Zwelling L
Anonymous

CLASS OF 2000
Participation: 33.3%
Class Agent: Rebecca Vitas Schamis

Chairs Circle
Rebecca Vitas Schamis L
Investors Circle
Peter T. Martensen
Antony E. Peters L
Yongqiang Qian L
Dylan Simonds L

Innovators Circle
Brooke H. Coleman L
Christopher M. Hanrahan L
Charles H.A. Inkeles L
Christopher A. Oliver L
Richard H. Schaupp L

Fellows Circle
Randall A. Schiefer L
Karen T. Tsay L
Stewards Circle
Giovanna M. Ban L
John B. Carron L
Ricardo Cervera L
Deborah L. Craft
Catherine E. Grundy
William C. Kun L
Judith K. Scimone
Yuan J. Sun
Cynthia H. Tapley L
J. Douglas Tapley L
Matthew J. Vick L
Ted D. Wilkinson L
Anonymous

Supporting Gifts
Christine H. Bader L
Jennifer Barnard Bush
Abigail A. Cashman L
Ken Y. Chen
Ye Chen L
Cindy M. Chu L
Susan A. Clucas L
Brendan S. Coughlin L
Heather M. Coughlin L
Vickram Cuttaree L
Susan B. Estes L
J. Ryan Fitzpatrick L
Joseph Shek Yuen Fong L
Emily Bremner Forbes L
Tapan V. Gandhi L
Susanne H. Holman
Jennifer G. Hutt L
Waters Kellogg
Elaine K. Khu L
Elizabeth Jordan Kramer L
Annachiara N. Marcondelli L
Yaye T. Nakano L
Herbert S.J. Ochtmann L
Alice N. Okali
Jose M. Pachano L
Monica E. Perelmuter L
Justice Reed L
Peter Schurman L
Shannon S. Small L
Salman Anees L
Brian S. Upbin L
Greg Vangour L
Cynthia H. Wong L
Steven D. Zimmerman L
Anonymous (2)

CLASS OF 2001
Participation: 33.7%
Class Agent: Susan Thomas

Business & Society Circle
Anonymous
Innovators Circle
Claire D’Oly-Hughes Johnson L
Fellows Circle
Stacy Shannon Hammond
Paul A. Lukaszewski L
Susan E. Thomas L
Stewards Circle
Michael D. Crowley L
Yuri Edward Freedman
Moira E. Geraghty Baum L
Sonya S. Ko L
Joseph Anthony Naya L
Sharon L. Naya L
Ameen Jane Olson
Humam Sakhnini
Sasha Silver
Sharon Ching Mao C. L.
Supporting Gifts
Hideshi Araki L
Zachary J. Bagdon L
Berencie Belzil L
Patricia R. Calvo
Joseph Anthony Camillus L
Joshua E. Chadajo L
Charles Tsun-Wei Chen
Jian Chen L
Anjolie Chidambaram L
José Célio Diez de Bonilla
Jeannie Ann Collins L
Charles Edward Cooks, Jr.
Michael Andrew Corwin L
Sean Edwin Cusack L
Ross Siisman Decker L
Christopher A. Douvos L
Christopher Andrew Duda
Clark William Dyer
David K. Eaton L
Carole J. Elms L
Karen Mary Fitzgerald L
Sean B. Gallagher L
Andrea B. Goldman L
Allison H. Gray L
Erin Wingfield Gray L
Michael Joseph Grigsby
Brian David Grow L
Peggy Hwan Hebard L
Jennifer Pratt Holleran L
Allison Christine Hong
Michael David Howes L
Nandita Padmavati Kalyan
Yoshikihiko Kawashima
Chad Michael Kilmer
Derek J. Leonard L
Deborah Sheryl Levitzky L
Daniel F. Lockwood L
Brigitte Michelle Majewski
Kenjiro Muto L
Sivan Nasoff L
Rot Petric L
Jeffrey Alan Rostolder L
George K. Sidjimkov L
David Nathan Sterling
James Chester Stroiney L
Adam John Tonkinson L
Marshall E. Unger L
Prosper James Vigne L
Amy Clare Whitaker L
Beth A. Winik L
Claire Woo L
Anonymous

CLASS OF 2002
Participation: 23.7%
Class Agent: Terry Mortorana

Business & Society Circle
Alan Xin Chen L
Chairs Circle
Joshua G. Geballe
Investors Circle
Xerxes S. Mullan
Lawrence Cheng Tao L
Innovators Circle
Manuel Ramos L
Fellows Circle
Brian Thomas Agnew L
Michael Kim L
Timothy James Lasocki
William Frederick Nold L
Stewards Circle
Sherry Marlin Altman L
Brian E. Bagenstose L
Madeline Cashdollar L
Ralph Young Cho L
Michael Joseph Gilroy L
Yenchun Andy Liu
Victor Manuel Olivero L
Vinod S. Palathinkara L
Adrian Neil Pereira L
Michael Aron Sherling L
Lei Wu L
Supporting Gifts
Robert Guion Ardrey L
Eduardo Enrique Bello L
Devin Michael Brosseau L
Katherine M. Brown
Nathan B. Creech
Harkrishan Singh DeWal L
Javier Fernandez
Melissa Unemori Hampe L
Juan Pablo Ibarra L
TOHRU KANEMATSU
Christopher Kirkman
Rakhi Kumar
Rachel Murphy Latessa Jenifer Lockwood Mullaney
Terry Martorana
Ryan Patrick Nally Ramsay Michiel Ravenel Olga Vladimiriva Sokolova Brandon Richard Stander Joshua M. Twiwey Kathleen J. Futuro Heidi Robinson Whitee L

CLASS OF 2003 Participation: 42.0%
Class Agents: Joyce Shen, Rumundaka Wonodi

Investors Circle Joseph Michael Holland L Robert E. Johnson L Brian Jeremiah Murphy L

Innovators Circle Suzie Ramos Desai Theodore A. Harris L
Fellows Circle Mathew Joseph Veedon


CLASS OF 2004 Participation: 31.1%
Class Agents: Sudip Mukherjee

Partners Circle Kevin Ye L

Innovators Circle Rakhida Chakravarti Deepa Chatterjee L David K. Neequaye L


CLASS OF 2005 Participation: 31.7%
Class Agent Needed

Business & Society Circle

Business & Society Circle L

Partners Circle Michael G. Blue L

Innovators Circle Scott T. FitzGerald K

Stewards Circle Matthew Andrew Haluska L William Andrew Haluska L Shannon Kathleen Duff L Seth Simrall Dunn L Allisia Michelle Eckert L Jackson Koi-San L

Yale SOM Alumni Fund Dean’s Society
Business & Society Circle $100,000+

Chairs Circle $50,000–$99,999

Partners Circle $25,000–$49,999

Investors Circle $10,000–$24,999

Innovators Circle $5,000–$9,999

Fellows Circle $2,500–$4,999

Stewards Circle $1,000–$2,499

Associates Circle $500–$999

(Recent graduates, Classes of 1999–2022)

SOM Loyal Donors for 3 consecutive years or more

Deceased

Every effort has been made to ensure the accuracy of our report. However, if you are acknowledged incorrectly or omitted, please accept our apologies and contact sara.kroon@yale.edu so that we can correct our records.
CLASS OF 2005 (continued)

Jeffrey Michael Kelley
Shintaro Kobayashi
Kathryn Inok Lee
Joshua Hillary Levine
Allison R. Mace
Edison A. Machado
Brett A. Macune
Francois Magnant
Miles Mercer
Mia Louise Montagna
Billy H. Ng
Evangelos Perros
Micah Oren Remley
Julia Travers Rickert
Alheidur H. Saemundsdson
Anand Sethupathy
Ronhi Sharma
John Richard Sharpe
Joel Albert Stevenson
Ting Sun
Regina Mayumi Sieber Zolnor

CLASS OF 2006

Participation: 27.5%
Class Agents:
Suzanne Decavele,
Michelle Dequina Nakra

Investors Circle
Lettitia L. Johnson

Innovators Circle
Chetan K. Parekh

Fellows Circle
Daniel C. Hickey, V
Kazunori Ishizuka
Michelle D. Nakra

Stewards Circle
Douglas Gary Bock
Brian Jay Ellman
Emily S. Floyd
Seamus Patrick Walsh
Kelli Patricia Washington

Supporting Gifts
Abiodun O. Aina
Bolarinwa Aina
Rochelle K. Alley
Gary Leslie Ault
Sara Margalit Aviel
Emily Anne Caron
Min Chen
Manish Consol
Ravneeta Consol
Thomas John Darnowski
Suzanne E. Decavele
Nicholas Marc Desjardins
Ryan Thomas Dixon
David Jacob Feldman
Illya Filey
Kerith Gardner
Catherine Erin Greene
Laurel Aimee Grodman
Ronan J. C. Hayes
Ying Hosler
Alicia Tamara Johnson
Alim Badurdin Kanji
Edward Sang Kim
Sara M. Nayeem
Corine Pao
Michal Perlstein
Ross Terrance Prokopy
Shana Katz Ross
Grace Ruben
Javier Sepulveda-Navarro
Andre Bernard Sequin
Ronhi B. Shah
Saif Ahmad Siddiqui
Robert Mason Smith
Geoffrey B. Sorrick
Kaya R. Stone
Seth Tutis
Maximilian A. Ventilla
Jose Manuel Villalvazo
Nathaniel Getz Wilcox
Natalie Y. Wu Levine
Anonymous

CLASS OF 2007

Participation: 24.5%
Class Agent: Gloria Shawber

Innovators Circle
Ryan DeForest Mollett
Duane K. Schellenberg

Fellows Circle
John Yohan Choi
Stewards Circle
Jeanne Chow
Marie-Helene Gratton
Abigail Kushner
Junzhang Liang
Jun Xu
Victoria K. Zalkin

Supporting Gifts
Jean-Marc C. Arbogast
Sally A. Butler
Frederick Canonicus III
Preetam Dandapani
Alvaro De Velasco
Elizabeth Repass de Velasco
Nikheel Dheknne
Elizabeth A. Fairbanks
Genevieve L. Faith
Christian H. Far
Diana Yolima Garcia-Breinich
David Goodrich Gilford
Sujoy Kumar Haldar
Nishantha Saman Herat
Spencer Cole Hutchins
Nicole E. Huvelle Milberg
David E. Kaczorowski
Kimberly A. Kleinbaum
Tseasarsky
Casey Thomas Kokos
Meredith D. Kokos
Caroline B. Kronley
Amy Melville Laughlin
Amy Letourneau
Stefan M. Lewellen
Rafael Maldonado
Joshua Charles Milberg
Julia D. O’Brien
Lenore A. Price
Vanessa Ivette Rosado
Ann C. Sattin
Brian David Sattin
Olabosipo O. Sawyer-Bassey
Heather Lee Stone
Bryson D. Tillinghast
Yong Xue
Michelle Zara Evans
Qin Zhang
John X. Zhou
Dominik S. Zurakowski
Anonymous (3)

CLASS OF 2008

Participation: 31.3%
Class Agent: Jennifer Kasker

Investors Circle
Elizabeth Sykes McIntyre
Ryan Thomas McIntyre

Innovators Circle
Katherine S. Roberts

Fellows Circle
Lisa M. Howie
Gene Lee

Stewards Circle
Luis M. Blondet-Badaracco
Colin S. Brooks
Fay Chen
Jeffrey Taylor Gaffney
Tracy Leeds Kaplan
Jennifer Jean Kasker
Scott T. O. Kennedy
Jeffrey A. Levi
Roscce E. Mellor
Carlos Jesus Represas
Christopher Robert Rezek
Deepaneshu Verma

Supporting Gifts
Rehana K. Abbas
Alexander G. Acree
Paola Aliaa Acree
Ezzard C. Batiste, Jr.
Sheetal N. Chanderkar
Franco Ditri
Miriam Emilie Droller
Amy C. Emerick Clerkin
Seanne N. Falconer
Ben S. Flaumenhaft
Justin C. Friedman
Bridget Lee Gillich
William Edward Grenawitzke
Oliver D. Hahl
David Joshua Hertz
Craig Thomas Hine
Abigail Howard Hollingsworth
Paul Man-Wei Ip
Christopher David Jensen
Timothy Andrew Keeffe
Thomas A. Kimberly
Jessica A. Labbe
Angela L. Li
Nancy Marshall Livingston
Patrick Bor-Wei Ma
Naomi Newman
Edna Novak
Anupama Karet Patil
Irena Pollitzer
Jason G. Pollack
Dean Andrew Poniros
Gary J. Price,
Rachel Elizabeth Reader
Mark A. Reyes
Kristen Joy Silvi
Matthew A. Strauss
Kendra Suh
Megan M. Thomas
Justin Michael Tomljanovic
Joanna Mary Tracy
Anonymous (5)

CLASS OF 2009

Participation: 32.0%
Class Agent: Teddy DeWitt

Innovators Circle
Brian Alan Christiansen
Fellows Circle
Margaret I. Chustecki

Stewards Circle
Class Agent: Jennifer Kasker
Participation: 31.3%

Investors Circle
Denny C. Christian

Innovators Circle
Brian Alan Christiansen

Fellows Circle
Margaret I. Chustecki

Stewards Circle
Class Agent: Jennifer Kasker
Participation: 31.3%

Investors Circle
Denny C. Christian

Innovators Circle
Brian Alan Christiansen

Fellows Circle
Margaret I. Chustecki

Stewards Circle
Class Agent: Jennifer Kasker
Participation: 31.3%
Arthur E. Ball III  
Paul D. Di Capua  
Yun Feng  
Angelene Huang  
Jennifer L. Stredler  
Anonymous  

Supporting Gifts  
Eric C. Buesing  
Nicole A. Caprio  
Jaime D. Carlson  
Jonathan Dayton  
Theodore Wiley DeWitt III  
Ivan Dremov  
John Eng  
Kate L. Forester  
Shiri Friedman  
Adrian Garcia  
Isidro Garcia  
Daniel S. Goldman  
Nathaniel M. Heller  
Paul D. Holzer  
Nancy Y. Hsiung  
Jaison J. Ipe  
Rajkumar V. Janardanan  
Adam H. Kaye  
Matthew E. S. Kopac  
Alison Kruger  
Xiuling Li  
Beixiao Liu  
Sarah A. Lowery  
David Mizrahi  
Keith G. R. Morriss  
Josh M. Pashman  
Anup Patel  
Lydia Cheuk Heng Poon  
Rama Ramanathan Ramesh  
Isitha D. Rapino  
Madeline C. Ravich  
Brian W. Rayburn  
Adrienne M. Ronai-Hale  
Michael T. Shay  
Harris Sibunruang  
Andrew W. Skelton  
Mark A. Somers  
Hyuk-Jeon Suh  
Kristine A. Therian  
Christopher J. Thomas  
B. David Vosburg, Jr.  
Amber L. Walsh  
Eric C. Waters  
Qing Yu  
Anonymous

CLASS OF 2010  
Participation: 27.3%  

Class Agents: Brian McCurdy, Sarah Smith  

Investors Circle  
Selina Lin Xing  
Innovators Circle  
John Frederick Thye  
Fellows Circle  
David M. Lee  
Edwin King-Yan Lee  
Stewards Circle  
Benjamin B. Beinecke  
Michaela O’Neill Daniel  
Brian Matthew Daniels  
Jonathan Mason Dunlop  
Santiago Ferrer  
Devang Kirir Parikh  
Edward S. Valentine, MD  
Supporting Gifts  
Bradley Kenneth Anderson  
Michael Barker  
David Keith Bromwich  
Benjamin Walker Bruce  
Patrick Michael Byrne  
Hillary P. Cookler  
Marilyn K. Cross  
Alejandro Elizondo Villarreal  
Jonathan David Fenstad  
Jessamine W. Fitzpatrick  
William Simpson Ford  
Eric Michael Gatabaki  
Robert Scott Gosselin  
Jason Terrence Grimm  
Jeffrey Daniel Grosz  
Randi L. Hissom  
Carol Jin Kim  
Edward John Kohler  
Rick Stephenson Lanter  
Ivan Leao Fernandes  
Brett Thomas Leghorn  
Robert Daniel Levy  
Christopher Bair Lewis  
David Andrew Lipowicz  
Seth Michael Magaziner  
Leandro Javier Margulis  
Soji Maurice-Diya  
Jacob Konstantin Mazour  
Morley E. McBride  
Andrew Charles Porter  
Arjun Reddy  
Justin Alan Reid  
Matthew Riordan  
Efren A. Samano  
Katie Julane Schindall  
Tim Sheehan  
Devon Virginia Smith  
Sarah Hetherington Smith  
Joel August Steinhaus  
Adam B. Stone  
Catherine Tsien Swick  
Ning Tao  
Bruno Tapia  
Heather B. Thompson  

Supporting Gifts  
Suzanne Riordan Appel  
Michael Alexander Barjum  
Kimberly M. Bartlett-Ra  
Mark Richard Butterworth  
Howard Kai-Hao Chang  
Casey Kung-Cheng Chu  
Timothy Andrew Cleary  
Tomer Cohen  
Erika G. de Bedout  
Stuart M. Decew  
Nicholas Alan Di Loreto  
Haoning Ding  
Janet Ann Faragina  
Bradford W. Gallette  
Patricio Gonzalez Martinez  
Rasanah Safiya Goss  
Brigitte H. Gosselin  
Sarah M. Ham  
Jason M. Hill  
Lydia Jane Gensheimer  
Daniel Paul Kelly  
Minji Kim  
Angel D. Krustev  
Gregory Lawrence Malsin  
Ricardo G. Martinez Zambrano  
Claus Johann Mayer  
Christopher Miller  
Stephen Lawrence Mott III  
Mayanka Mudgal  
Maya Chitra Mylavarapu  
Edward R. O’Connor  
Jean-David Gobalan Oladele  
Sarah C. Robinson  
Laura K. Rodriguez  
Kim Shekar  
Alexandra Ryan Swartsel  
Andrew Hayes Swick  
Anthea N. Tjuanakis Cox  
Prem Tumkosit  
Varun Varkey  
Qingyuan Wang  
Salvador H. Yanez  
Jin Zhang  
Michael Jack Zwerner  
Anonymous (2)

CLASS OF 2011  
Participation: 30.3%  

Class Agent: Brad Gallette  

Investors Circle  
Christian M. Brunet  
Charles Chi-How Liu  
Innovators Circle  
Aashish Gupta  
Gregory Matthew Perez  
Fellows Circle  
Jeffrey Zhu-Tien Juger  
Jason Kearns  
Christina Mainelli  
Salli Simon Payappilly  
Stewards Circle  
Justin D. Borgman  
Lindsay Saraiena Greene  
Quentin Kruel  
Colin Crisman Mathews  
Felipe Miranda Escudero  
Daniel Benjamin Perl  
Yujie Wang  

CLASS OF 2012  
Participation: 27.9%  

Class Agent Needed  

Investors Circle  
James B. DeStephens, Jr.  
Innovators Circle  
Eduardo Juan Creel  
Daniel Magliooco  
Stewards Circle  
Thomas Dow  
Jason Robert Harp  
Shawn Isaksen  
James C. Johnson  
Megan G. M. McGinnis  
Joseph Hall Pettit  
Kelly Michelle Roper  
Dorothy H. Sandberg  
Logan Suriano  

Supporting Gifts  
King Edward Aguilar  
Samik Basu  
Jennifer Eve Belliveau  
Sarah Katharine Berk  
Mihir Sudhir Bhatia  
and Colleen F. Brosman  
Timothy Paul Bundy Jr.  
Wei Cao  
Ryan Christopher Catania  
Bradley Robert Davis  
Samuel Paul Dostart  
Katherine Feher  
Jamie Brooke Forseth  
Priyanka Garg  
Andrew Thomas Goff  
Elizabeth Alyn Greenberg  
Gretchen Beth Haughney  
Benjamin Goldman Healey  
Katherine D. Hein  
Andrew Clarke Herron  
Patricia G. Hill  
Christopher M. Hines  
Patrick William Hook  
Michael Wayne Hudson  
Matthew C. James  
Sandra O. Idenen  

Yale SOM Alumni Fund Dean’s Society  

Business & Society Circle  $100,000+  
Chairs Circle  $50,000–$99,999  
Partners Circle  $25,000–$49,999  
Investors Circle  $10,000–$24,999  
Innovators Circle  $5,000–$9,999  
Fellows Circle  $2,500–$4,999  
Stewards Circle  $1,000–$2,499  
Associates Circle  $500–$999  

Deceased  
Every effort has been made to ensure the accuracy of our report. However, if you are acknowledged incorrectly or omitted, please accept our apologies and contact sara.kroun@yale.edu so that we can correct our records.
CLASS OF 2012 (continued)

Gregory Alan Jacobs L
Robert Alan Jones Jr. L
Aaron Oscar Kaye L
Jacqueline Allison Klaber L
Jason Robert Klein L
Alana K. Laudone L
Marysunny McCoy
Elizabeth Dickson McNamara
Mason Allen Miller L
R. Kaan Ozbayrak L
Sam Pogosov L
Jacob M. Rito
Michael Christopher Schultz L
Nicholas Andrew Shultz L
Henry Adrian Silver
Rahul Kumar Sood
Prashant Srivastava L
Edward Thai
Joerose Tharakan
Marina Alexandra Veber L
Sarah M. J. Welch
Andrew Ross Wishner
Angela Y. Wu
Anonymous L

CLASS OF 2013
Participation: 33.5%
Class Agent: Brad Schneller

Investors Circle
Jeff F. Evans L
Michael Patrick Jacobs L
Anthony M. Webb L

Fellows Circle
Ejim Peter Achi
Alexander O. Walker III L
Stewards Circle
Samuel D. Bulow
Patricia G. Devlin
Zi Yao Dong
Bryan J. Eckstein L
Betty Ho
Nathaniel Pullan Hundt L
Yuan Li L
Minfeng Liang L
Chris Peter Neuman L
Matthew Scott Perry
Adalina M. Rodriguez-Pettitt L
Bradley Jon Schneller L
Patrick K. Sherwood L
Maureen M. Sullivan
Michael Thompson
Bryan Tseng L
Mingxue Zhao L
Supporting Gifts
Dipika Ajit Ailani L
Paul M. Alfonso L
Sonja S. Arnold
Emily Blair Barfoot
Steven Paul Becker L
Jacob R. Berliner L
Yale S. Chang
James Cotchen L
Tom W. Curcuruto
John R. D’Agostino L
Erik Joseph Ducey L
Brandon Charles Ferry L
Katie Julia Fisher
Juan Camilo Gonzalez L
Tracey Goo
Jon Knox Hampton L
Fernando Herrero Sin L
Ian Thomas Hillis L
Ismail Aziz Kassam L
Daniel Young-Joon Kim L
Justin Lee Kolbeck
Jason B. Koster L
Amar Rajeev Kuray L
Michael Goldfine Lazar L
Sojung Lee L
Jen P. Leybovich L
Kate Elizabeth Liberman
Andy George Linderman L
Li Liu
Matthew M. Losch L
Matthew BrettMartensen
Lee Whitworth Martin
Yordanka Boykova Martin
Julia W. Mejia
Andy S. Perkins L
Sarah Anne Ritterhoff L
Francisco Manuel Rivera
Hoffmann L
Keri Leann Robertson
Alexa M. Robinson
William W. Robinson IV L
Mr. Jeffrey Scott Schub
Bettilina Scott Funk
Sarah Tarek Selim
Darcy Anne Shiber-Knowles L
Katlyn Silver
Libby Hubbard Stegger L
Jen Stuhr Berliner L
Joanna Jeongah Su
Caitlin Sullivan L
Gary William Swain Jr.
Seth Chase Taft
Joshua Lee Taylor L
Hans J. Teja
Paul Van Deventer L
Daniel Wolchonok
Shaun Xue L
Yelena Yakunina L
Robert E. Zager
Anonymous (3)

CLASS OF 2014
Participation: 23.3%
Class Agents: Hussain Al-Shibib, James Holloran, Maya Sudhakaran, Frances Symes

Investors Circle
Beth DeStephens L
Angad Manjit Rajain L
Fellows Circle
Hussain Al-Shibib L
Patrick J. Conilsk L
Wesley C. Royce L
Dennis X. Tseng L
Stewards Circle
Chelsea Acoesta Patel
Lara Burmeister
Ricardo R. De Rojas L
Rachel L. Higbie L
Jimmy J. Holloran
Robert Q. King L
Zahid Laalani L
Stephen H. C. Lo
Anthony V. Lynn L
Jake Miller L

Rosa M. Silverlieb
Frances Symes L
Supporting Gifts
Vikram Agrawal L
Wilbur O. Araujo L
Priscila P. Bala L
Myles J. Bradley
Brendan G. Byrne L
Jen Chan L
Leo Chan
Michael Chen
Anthony G. Clark
Giselle A. Crosa
Katherine P. Currie L
Wendy L. Davis L
Emily Ente
Charles J. Felix L
Jean B. Goldwyn L
Andrezj R. Golus L
Whitney Hampton
Lillian D. Haney L
Stephanie A. Hawkins L
Mario Iglesias
Patricia R. Calvo
Lynn M. Kau
Daniel T. L. Kent L
Anne M. Laskowski L
Thomas L. Melton L
Dan S. Najjar
Anjana J. Pandey
Enrique Perez L
Enrico Pino
Daniel M. Powers L
Rebecca Rabison
William E. Shaw III
Kalen G. Smith
Aaron B. Stelson L
Maya Sudhakaran L
Greg Tanner
Ricardo J. Viteri Ramirez
Alina Vopobeichik L
Noah W. Walker
Daniel R. Weisfield L
Aaron G. Winters L
Nate K. Wong
Jeffrey Woodward
Sung Yang L
Zuo Yi L
Huanan Zhao
Yi Zhou L
Sara E. Zuckert L

CLASS OF 2015
Participation: 19.4%
Class Agents: James DiBartolo, Francis Lively, Nick Velti

Investors Circle
Francis P. Lively, Jr.
Innovators Circle
Neill E. Diamond
Fellows Circle
Pablo Heredia L
Stewards Circle
Alexa R. Allen L
Joseph Bonanni L
Elizabeth Cabor L
Clifford S. Emmanuel L
Benjamin J. E. Freeman L
Catherine Q. Kaplun L
Gordon B. Schoenfeld
Yong Shuai L

Supporting Gifts
Srini K. Alagarsamy L
Phil F. Andraos L
Mario Antwine
Michael A. Bartelstone L
Graham S. Browne L
Jordan Alexander Carter L
Kate N. Carter L
Alex G. Chittim
Annie Chor Joyce L
Alexander G. Chuangov L
Emre Çilem L
Carl D. Cornilsen
Maria L. De Breitas Rodriguez L
Emmanuel G. O. Doutit L
Jayson R. Ebreo L
Maria Echandi
Sarah A. Ferguson L
Ed Fernandez L
Christopher M. Gentile L
Eric R. Gersham L
Caroline B. Goodbody L
Peter T. Grunert
Karl J. Hirt
Jessica Silliman Hooton L
David Kogan
Rachel A. Levy L
Karlianna M. Lewis
Zixuan Liu
Mimi Ma L
Christina M. Mainero L
David R. Marottz L
John B. Mitchell
Pratima Neti L
Jack D. O’Connor L
Dan R. Ostermueller
Victor J. M. Padilla-Taylor L
Yuan Y. Pan L
Michael M. W. Puckett
Kyle T. Ragins L
Natalia Rey de Castro L
Anne-Claire C. Roesch L
Anunay Sahay
Hugo X. Santillan
Brian J. Sargenti L
Alex B. Sauter L
Jian Shao L
Madeleine Alexandra Tennant
Stephanie B. Tulpian
Pei Wang
Daniel L. Westerhof
John Ryan Withall
Mary P. Wixted
Robert L. Wu L
Christopher J. Yergan
Victor E. Uko

CLASS OF 2016
Participation: 19.3%
Class Agents: Aaswaad Kalamkar, Benjamin March

Fellows Circle
Fernanda Amara L
Daniel R. Gerber L
Stewards Circle
Anthony T. Abraham
Fernando J. Carrillo L
Jason J. Copelas
Caroline F. EDMundson L
Benjamin H. March L
Shaena C. McPadden L
Investors Circle
Anuj M. Rajain L
Stewards Circle
Pepe Carrillo Perez
Riley S. Ford L
Perla A. G. Jimenez Bahena L
Markus Karr L
Kathryn B. Lakin L
Supporting Gifts
Danielle B. Abada L
Tyler H. Ahmuty
Felix Ayarza L
Katrina M. Barlow L
Andre Bobek Lopes L
Erik Brailevsky L
Lisa C. Carley L
Vctor Alejandro Cervantes Vela
Maggie Chau L
Raul G. Cisneros L
Samar Dekko L
Noor El-Eeroos L
Fabian Farkas L
Vladimir Gavrilovic L
Lisa D. Grigg
Helen Ioannidid L
Ethan G. Joseph L
Chiara B. Klein L
Julia Anne Knight
Kaitlin S. Koga L
Bernie R. Lauredan
Xiao Le L
Xiao Li L
Caroline R. Loewner L
Natania Malin Gazek L
Scott A. McCord
Jose P. Moreno L
Lucyann Murray L
Thomas L. Nelson L
Grace A. Newman
Daniel Nyaho-Darti L
Ethan R. Oetter L
Ola Oyetayo
Rogatio Park L
Megan A. Parker Young L
Gabriel M. Pinto
Christopher S. Ross
Chris M. Roughton L
Matt J. Scher L
Greg Schlichter L
Ben Singer
Philippa Smit L
Michael Stanley L
Reshami Suresh L
Robert T. Thompson
Aytundae M. Uko L
Adam R. Vance L
Eduardo Velloso Trigo de Loureiro L
Yang Wei L
Caleb H. Wertenbaker L
Marc D. Wigder L
Amy E. Woodrum L
Zaiqing Zhu L
Stan Zmchnynski L
Anonymous (4)

CLASS OF 2018
Participation: 25.2%
Class Agents: Martha Burson, Matt Koizim

Innovators Circle
Jenny Chan
Fellows Circle
Lilia Zuhara L
Stewards Circle
Matt C. Koizim L
Dianna D. Liu
Timoteee H. Memmi L
Jennifer L. White L
Supporting Gifts
David M. Achterhof L
Kodjo Adovor
Victor N. Agbenu
Chisom Amaechi
Adam Antal, C.F.A.
Kathryn E. Arffa
Martha Burson Bangiola L
Mauricio Barragan L
Grace S. Batiste
Issac N. Bernstein
Anand K. Boscha
Basha Eve E. Bostick L
Joseph A. Brandifino
Elizabeth M. Byrne L
Kevin P. Byrnes L
Case B. Carpenter L
Sasha L. Castroverde L
Ching Yi Chau L
Pauline Chan L
Jo-Peng Chang
Shivani Chatterjee L
Christine M. Chen
Deirdre Chen
Alexandra N. Chiniara L
Wilson Y. C. Chou L
Matt D. C. Ditrich L
Rob Dunn
Joseph V. Fasilla L
Sarim Fayyaz L
James C. B. Flannery L
Chen Fu L
Naiitha Ghosh L
Clara M. Hansen L
Andrey M. Hart
Alexandra M. Haskell L
Walker A. Hawkins L
Caitlin Tholstrup Hearon L
David M. Hoover L
Celii Ishik L
Barjdeep Kaur L
Jacklyne Keomany L
Manika Khatnna L
Mandy M. Krumnow L
Andrew J. Kurzrok L
Kwasi A. Kyei L
Oscar Lacayo L
Jackson Lauraeosh L
Mark A. Lavoie L
Yenni H. Lee L
Ying Ling Lim L
Walter Liu L
Rafael Alberto Lopez Quevedo
Habib Maya
Julia Z. McDowell
Nate Micon L
Ryan W. Milam L
David C. Munro
Vaman Muppala L
Lizzy G. Nadai L
Jason C. Najjoum L
Jason Nardella L
Yinka Ojutalayo L
Oluwole A. Oladepe
Meghan W. Palmer L
Ying Pang L
Eduardo Pasinato L
Orestes Peristeris L
Raymond A. Pichardo L
W. Nathan Portlock L
Charles D. Posner L
Thomas G. Powell
Johann R. Rebl L
Mateus Renault Silva
Michael J. Rooney L
Lisa G. Ruskin L
Juan R. Salem L
Zheng Shi

CLASS OF 2017
Participation: 16.7%
Class Agent: Lavinia Petrache

Partners Circle
Caleb Thomson L
Investors Circle
Benjamin Schor L

William G. Muecke L
Pinnapa Sattipatanapan L
Supporting Gifts
Emika S. Abe L
Nilofer Ahmed L
Noah L. Aptekar L
John-Oliver Beirne L
Rakim H. D. Brooks L
Shane C. Burgan
Alan Cao L
Chen Chen L
Marisa S. Choy L
Catherine C. Doyle L
Chris Doyle L
Sarah E. Esty L
Ryan Galloway L
Jennifer L. Gaze L
Tyler B. Godoff L
Jennifer Ghamra Chittim
Samuel R. Haddaway
Will T. Joyce L
Aaswaad H. Kalamkar L
Huston B. Julian L
Vusal Karimov L
Andrew L. Katz
Alex W. Kragie L
Dan A. Levis L
Shuheng Li L
Xinying Li
Sarah Lockridge-Steckel L
Kito Lord
Daniel P. Mangan L
Evgeniya Mangan Kim
Tammy P. Manohar L
Orlando Mendoza
Catherine S. Miller L
Leland S. Milstein
Margarita Nachevnik L
José L. Oliver L
Samuel F. Page L
Andres Palacios L
Jared Petravicius L
Tanvee Rao
Lothar Rauch L
Christopher A. Riso L
Alexandra R. Romano L
Carlos Romo L
Alex Savitchenko
Anveesh S. Shah L
Wongueun Shin
William J. Shock L
Tim M. Sullivan
Jay L. Tansey, III L
Kenichi Tashiro L
Ashley T. Tucker L
Kimberly Ueyama
Jayson Uppal
Lily Wan L
Cuxiitang Wang L
Jie Zhang
Chengguang Zhao L
Yingxuan Zhu L
Anonymous (9)

CLASS OF 2017
Participation: 16.7%
Class Agent: Lavinia Petrache

Partners Circle
Caleb Thomson L
Investors Circle
Benjamin Schor L

Annesh S. Shah L
Alexandra R. Romano L
Carlos Romo L
Supporting Gifts
Emika S. Abe L
Nilofer Ahmed L
Noah L. Aptekar L
John-Oliver Beirne L
Rakim H. D. Brooks L
Shane C. Burgan
Alan Cao L
Chen Chen L
Marisa S. Choy L
Catherine C. Doyle L
Chris Doyle L
Sarah E. Esty L
Ryan Galloway L
Jennifer L. Gaze L
Tyler B. Godoff L
Jennifer Ghamra Chittim
Samuel R. Haddaway
Will T. Joyce L
Aaswaad H. Kalamkar L
Huston B. Julian L
Vusal Karimov L
Andrew L. Katz
Alex W. Kragie L
Dan A. Levis L
Shuheng Li L
Xinying Li
Sarah Lockridge-Steckel L
Kito Lord
Daniel P. Mangan L
Evgeniya Mangan Kim
Tammy P. Manohar L
Orlando Mendoza
Catherine S. Miller L
Leland S. Milstein
Margarita Nachevnik L
José L. Oliver L
Samuel F. Page L
Andres Palacios L
Jared Petravicius L
Tanvee Rao
Lothar Rauch L
Christopher A. Riso L
Alexandra R. Romano L
Carlos Romo L
Alex Savitchenko
Anveesh S. Shah L
Wongueun Shin
William J. Shock L
Tim M. Sullivan
Jay L. Tansey, III L
Kenichi Tashiro L
Ashley T. Tucker L
Kimberly Ueyama
Jayson Uppal
Lily Wan L
Cuxiitang Wang L
Jie Zhang
Chengguang Zhao L
Yingxuan Zhu L
Anonymous (9)
CLASS OF 2018 (continued)


CLASS OF 2019

Participation: 24.3%
Class Agents: Cansu Arslan, Cliff Sakutukwa

Investors Circle

Associates Circle

Supporting Gifts

CLASS OF 2020

Participation: 14.3%
Class Agent Needed

Innovators Circle

Supporting Gifts

CLASS OF 2021

Participation: 10.4%
Class Agent Needed

Business & Society Circle
Jimmy Yang L Partners Circle George Z. Wang L Stewards Circle Mimi V. Ng Nathanial P. Wasson Supporting Gifts

CLASS OF 2022

Participation: 36.1%
Class Agent Needed

Chairs Circle
Zhaoxu Chen L Fellows Circle David B. Campbell L Stewards Circle Gina L. Leean Calder L Anonymous Associates Circle
Chris Calby L Kathleen D. Fuentes L Joy H. Lan L Mohan Hanumantha L Joseph Kollo L Jennifer Shinaug L

Anonymous (9)

Haley K. Trost
Elizabeth A. Tullis
Alexander J. Velaize
Arun Venkatesan L
Anna W. Waggenger
Xiao Ling Wang L
Molabowale K. Williams L
Charles W. Wolfram
Eduardo Zaborowski L
Carlos R. Zapata L
Anonymous (6)

CLASS OF 2021

Participation: 10.4%
Class Agent Needed

Business & Society Circle
Jimmy Yang L Partners Circle George Z. Wang L Stewards Circle Mimi V. Ng Nathanial P. Wasson Supporting Gifts

CLASS OF 2022

Participation: 36.1%
Class Agent Needed

Chairs Circle
Zhaoxu Chen L Fellows Circle David B. Campbell L Stewards Circle Gina L. Leean Calder L Anonymous Associates Circle
Chris Calby L Kathleen D. Fuentes L Joy H. Lan L Mohan Hanumantha L Joseph Kollo L Jennifer Shinaug L

Anonymous (9)

Haley K. Trost
Elizabeth A. Tullis
Alexander J. Velaize
Arun Venkatesan L
Anna W. Waggenger
Xiao Ling Wang L
Molabowale K. Williams L
Charles W. Wolfram
Eduardo Zaborowski L
Carlos R. Zapata L
Anonymous (6)
Yale SOM Board of Advisors
Neil Nan Peng Shen ’92
Chair
Paula J. Volent ’97
Vice Chair
The Honorable William H. Donaldson ’53 BA
Honorary Chair

Yale SOM Greater China Board of Advisors
Leon Meng ’97
Co-chair
Kevin Y. Zhang ’94
Co-chair

Yale SOM Mexico Board of Advisors
Raúl Martínez-Ostos Jaye ’97 MA, ’99
Co-Chair
Tito Vidaurri ’90 MA, ’91
Co-Chair
Joaquin Ávila ’82
Honorary Chair

Yale SOM West Coast Advisory Board
Maud S. Daudon ’83
Co-chair
Khush F. Mehta ’92
Co-chair

Yale SOM Alumni Advisory Board
Matthew J. Broder ’81 BA, ’87
Chair
Tony Lynn ’14
Vice Chair

Yale SOM Council of Global Advisors
Maggie Palau Hernández
Chair

Yale SOM Recent Graduate Council
Hussain Al-Shibib ’14
Chair

Yale SOM International Center for Finance Board
Sally Rocker ’81
Chair
Andrew J. Redleaf ’78 BA, ’78 MA
Honorary Chair

Entrepreneurship Advisory Board
Seth Goldman ’95
Co-chair
Nancy Pfund ’82
Co-chair

Yale Center for Customer Insights
Jon Cummings ’85

Yale Center for Business and the Environment Advisory Board
Paulette Frank ’96 MEM
Co-chair
Namrita Kapur ’97, ’97 MEM
Co-chair

Yale SOM Program on Financial Stability
Timothy F. Geithner
Chair

Yale Center Beijing Advisory Committee
Neil Nan Peng Shen ’92
Chair
Bob Xiaoping Xu
Vice Chair

For the full list of board or council members, please click the link embedded in the name of the board or council.
Alumni volunteers support the Yale School of Management in many ways, including speaking to students on campus, organizing regional events, interviewing potential degree candidates, mentoring students, serving on various committees, organizing reunions, and fundraising. This year we engaged many new volunteers; in fact, 42% of this year’s alumni volunteers did not volunteer last year.

We are very grateful to the following Yale SOM alumni, who contributed their time, energy, and expertise to the school through these and other activities between July 1, 2022, and June 30, 2023.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Graduation Year</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Megan N. Ananian '19</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Judy M. Amsalem '18</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adrianna Altemeyer '19</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linda M. Amah '21</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meggie A. Amsalem '19</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael P. Andolina '15</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vanessa B. Andrews '98</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sumit Aneja '14</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amanda Anggita '17</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Valentina Antill '94</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mario Antwine '15</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anjali Apte '98</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noah L. Apteek '16</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Basim A. Aqsas '17</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neda Arabshahi '10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maria E. Archibald '22</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matthew J. Archuleta '22</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kathryn E. Arffa '18</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arguello '03</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emory Carlaine Aronson '97</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manish Arora '13</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elinnda T. Arriola '13</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cansu Arslan '19</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tom Ascheim '90</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexey V. Astafev '13</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emily Auerbach '20</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John H. Augustine '87</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clark P. Avery '98</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joaquin Avila '82</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linda M. Axtell-Thompson '87</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andre Azevedo '20</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alia S. Azz '14</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ana H. Bachurova '14</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael F. Bacon '93</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christine H. Bader '00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martha Burson Bangiolia '18</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Purwa Bansod '15</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alikiah Barclay '18</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teresa Clare Bargier '82</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael Barker '10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beanie Barnes '08</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marcelo Barroso '18</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Julian M. Barsamian-Moncrief '14</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milan Moncrief '14</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clint Bartlett '17</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paul Bashir '19</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eric Bass '05</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samik Basu '12</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jill Govan Bauman '87</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bruce R. Becker '86</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>James A. Becker '86</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laura Elizabeth Beckert '06</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hannah M. Beinecke '20</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kam M. Bellamy '22</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jennifer Eve Belliveau '12</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lei Bely-Cheng '14</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kateri Wilson Benoit '05</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>David C. Berk '93</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John Scott Berka '13</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gloria Berlanga '22 YGELP</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Davin Bernstein '02</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elizabeth Berry Gips '89</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marisa A. Berry '21</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heidi H. Bersin '83</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robert A. Bettigole '83</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amy M. Bevilacqua '97</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urvashi Bhatnagar '17</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arpita Bhattacharyya '16</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chen E. Bian '18</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Richard A. Bird '22</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anna Jacquelyn Blanding '09</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Susan A. Blanker '83</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>David Bledin '09</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luis M. Blondet-Badaracco '08</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adam Matthew Blumenthal '99</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Santino Blumenthal '99</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jared E. Bombaci '21</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elon S. Boms '07</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stephanie S. Boms '07</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kyungee Bue '16</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomas J. Borchard '21</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vasileoukos Bokos '17</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joshua D. Bracewell '22</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>William V. Brackenheimer '08</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joseph A. Brandifino '18</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meryl N. Bredibart '20</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patrick C. Briand '14</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colleen Einhart Briggs '13</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matthew Broder '87</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colin S. Brooks '08</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martha Finn Brooks '86</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rakin H. D. Brooks '16</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexander L. Brown '92</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Graham S. Brownlee '15</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elle Brunsdale '19</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regina M. Brzozowsky '96</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marlow M. Bull '21</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samuel David Bulov '13</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Claire H. Burns '96</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joni Jay Fink Burstek '89</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J. Kirsten Busch Johnson '99</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neel M. Butala '14</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thembi Butelezi '99</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John S. Butler '16</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael R. Buzzard '15</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elizabeth M. Byrne '18</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cecelia L. Calhoun '21</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patricia R. Calvo '01</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jonathan H. Camacho '20</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laurie Cameron '16</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mena A. Cammett '11</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gregory T. Camp '88</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ivan Camponogar '21</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gabriella S. C. Capone '19</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jaime D. Carlson '09</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matthew Thomas Carroll '03</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kate N. Carter '15</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vincent M. Caruso '20</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Madeline Cashdollar '02</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amy Elizabeth Casher '01</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Krista K. Casi '21</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Katherine H. Cattanach '20</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monty Cherf '95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mariana A. Cervantes Carbajal '21</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ricardo Cerervo '00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Archit Chaba '21</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shibabish Subrata</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chakraborty '22</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicole D. Chambers '21</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jen Chen '14</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pauline Chan '18</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stephanie Chan '17</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vince Chan '02</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wendy Chan '03</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edwin Chandrasekar '98</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Howard Kai-Hao Chang '11</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jo-Peng Chang '18</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Juo-Huan Chang '22</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Raymond N. Chang '96</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lise Pfeiffer Chapman '81</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steven Chapman '85</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ayanna Charles '19</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maggie Chau '17</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alan Xin Chen '02</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angi Chen '22</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fay Chen '08</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ken Y. Chen '00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maggie Chen '10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shirley Shiyou Chen '95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Katherine E. Chenok '88</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tanya Chermak '83</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sulexan Duvillard Cherry '15</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poonam Chhabra '22</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Raymond Chit Man Chia '89</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allison M. Chlapaty '20</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matthew J. Chmura '18</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yaeji C. Cho '20</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mina K. Choo '94</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>David Christensen '85</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greg A. Chung '19</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frank A. Ciminiello '19</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daniel T. Ciporin '86</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jeff Clark '03</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rachelle Clark '22</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lauren A. Cope-Arnold '13</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rufus Putnam Coes III '94</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John E. Cogan '99</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jeffrey S. Cohen '21</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kenneth H. Coburn '78</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael V. Collins '09</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tim C. Collins '82</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mary Ella Compton '93</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maanya Condomoar '18</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John G. Conley '85</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rebecca K. Constantine '19</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roclo D. C. Consuegra Gamon '95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Every effort has been made to ensure the accuracy of our report. However, if you are acknowledged incorrectly or omitted, please accept our apologies and contact sara.kroon@yale.edu so that we can correct our records.
Every effort has been made to ensure the accuracy of our report. However, if you are acknowledged incorrectly or omitted, please accept our apologies and contact sara.kroon@yale.edu so that we can correct our records.

Donors and Volunteers Honor Roll

Lawrence Cheng Tao ’02
Stuart A. Tarny ’87
Richard Tavelli ’79
Gabriella Taylor ’98
Barkot Tekle ’15
Frederick O. Terrell ’82
Edward Thai ’12
Devika Thapar ’13
Joeros Tharakan ’12
J. Alexander Thew ’21
Chris J. Thomas ’09
Maxwell J. Thomas II ’97
Susan E. Thomas ’01
Annick Thompson ’21
Brandon Thorne ’22 YGELP
Jessica Thye ’12
Suranjit Tilakawardane ’13
Sudjono Timan ’84
James S. Tippets ’16
Quinn Tivey ’22
Asaf Shafir Tomer ’21
Donal M. Toole ’97
Cristóbal A. Torres Egana ’03
Cassandra E. Toscano ’09
Soros Treerattanaroj ’22
Joel Harold Treisman ’89
Richard L. Truong ’98
Li-Chien B. Tsai ’94
Karen T. Tsay ’00
Dennis X. Tseng ’14
Prem Tumkosit ’11
Toddy Torrance Turrentine ’80
Donna M. Tuths ’89
Paraj Tyle ’19
Kendall Tyson ’17
Sandra A. Urie ’95
Vivek S. Vakil ’16
A. Quincy Vale ’97
Danny N. Van der Hout ’17 YGELP
Caroline van der Merwe ’20
John van der Stricht ’15
Grania VanHerwarde ’22
Alfredo Vara Alonso ’96
Carlos I. Vara Alonso ’96
Gian Stefano Varbaro ’13
DePaul J. Vaughn ’14
Mary Kaye Vavasour ’78
Ian C. Veidenheimer ’21
Lisa M. Veliz Waweru ’17
Nicholas A. Veltri ’15
Arun Venkatesan ’20
Deeptanshu Verma ’08
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